MAIL ORDER SUPERSTORE
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER
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COMPLETE Mobile set up: LCL Communicator, Ams trad CBA 1500 antenna, Apotlo SWR meter
and patch lead ......... .. ....... .. .... ........................................ ........ .......... ............ £59.95
COMPLETE Home base : LCL Communicator, Tarren power supply, Wot pole, SWRmeter, patch
lead and Base stand .. ... .. .... .... .. ........................................ .. ... .. ...................... . £69.95
POWER SUPPLIES

TRANSCEIVERS

STALKER ST9F OX (UK FM + 80ch
AM FM SSB) .. ...... ........ .. .. .. .. ........ £99.95
SUPER Star 360 (UK FM + 120ch
AM FM SSB) .... ...... ........ .... ........ £169,00
NATO 2000 (UK FM + 200ch
AM FM SSB) .... .... . : ...... .... ........ ££169,00
PRESIDENT KP77 Homebase ............ £84.95
NATO 40 FM .. ...... .......... .... ........ .... . £59,95
L.C.L. COMMUNICATOR 40ch FM .. .... £44,95
COBRA S.O.S ............ ..... ........... ...... £69.95
MIDLAND 4001 ....... ........ .......... .. .... £69.95
MIDLAND 3001 ...... ........ ........ .. .. .. ... £59.95
HAVARD 40ch Hand Held ........ .. ....... £59.95
COBRA 295A 40ch FM .... ..... .. .. .. ...... £34.95
L.C.L. ECONOMY 40ch FM .......... .... .. £29.95
ANTENNA

AMSTRAD CBA 1500 (mag. trunk
or stud mount) .... ...... .......... .... ....... £7.99
Z27 .. .. .. .............................. ...... ...... £5.99
D.V.27 .............. .... ... ...... .......... ....... . £4.99
VALOR half breed .......... .... ......... .... .. £8.50
VALO R Laser Rod 36 inch
(illumi nated firestick) ............ , ... .. .... £18.00

THE BEST AVAILABLE ALL TO BRITISH SPEC.
GUARANTEED AND SAF E TO USE
TARREN standard amp 2 year guarantee,
(probably the best power supply available )
.. ............................... .. .. .. ... ...... .. £12.99
TARREN Heavy Duty 5/9 amp power supply.
2 year guarantee.
HOMEBASE ANTENNA

APOLLO 1.5 pole (legal) ..... ... ............. £7.99
APOLLO 112 wave di-pole .. ....... .. .... .. £3.99
SCEPTRE (legal) ........ .... ... .. .. .... ... .. .. £18.50
G.P.A. half wave ............. ........... ...... £14.99
WO T POLE .......... .. .... .. ... ................. £7.99
GROUND PLANE .. .... ... .. ................... £2.99
AR 58 (SIGMA 11) .. ..... .. .... ...... .. ........ £24.95
AR 23 (STA RDUSTER )..................... . £17.95
3 Element m'ini beam ....... .. .. .. .. ......... £29.95
LINEAR AMPS

30 Watt (SPECIAL UK FM TUN ED) ..... £12.99
85/170 Watt (AM/FM/SSB) ...... ... .. .. .. £39.95
100/200 Watt (AM/ FM /SSB mains) .. .. £64.95

POSTAGE AND PACKING
Items up to £5.00 = £1.00. All others £2.00
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Cover this Month
The Binatone Long Ranger 40, a nice
forty channel portable that - if you
are very clever - could be yours for
the price of a postage stamp. Which
reminds me ...
Four young breakers were driving
along the road in an open topped con·
vertable. They were happy and gay well, happy anyway. As they drove
past a block of flats a younger
breaker, having polished off a Golden
Delicious, tossed the munched·up ap·
pie core out of the window. That core
made its way unerringly to the nose of
the car driver who was on channel at
the time. ' Look outl' warned his corn·
panions with one voice. 'Look out for
that apple core!' But the driver paid
them no heed and upon being struck
by the residue of that popular fruit
from the rosaceous tree he drove the
vehicle slap bang into a lamppost. All
four were hurt though I' m happy to
say, not very badly. Hence the say-
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EXCLUSIVE
UK DISTRIBUTORS
FOR ZETAGI QUALITY
CB PRODUCTS
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MODEL P27·1
High Quality Pre·Amps
Model P 27-1
Price £14.95 (P&P £2)
Model P27 (with MTR)
Price £25,31 (P&P £3)

MODEL MM27
High Quality 100 Watt
Matcher
Price £7.95 (P&P £1)

MODEL MB+5
High Quality Power Mic
Will double your 'Talk Power'
Price £49.95 (P&P £3)
MODEL M27
High Power Matcher
Handles 500 Walls bolh
reducing SWR and TVl
(acts as a Band Pass Filter)
,£.! 1.90 (P&P £2)

'. '"'.
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MODEL B 30
Mobile Power Amplifier
25W FM or 50W SSB
Price £15.44 (P&P £2)
B35 - Switchable Version B30
Price £19.25 (P&P £2)
B300 P 400W SS B 140W FM
Price £119 (P&P £4)

1,

SWR Watt Meter '
Full range o(high quality
SWR Meters (All 3-200MHz)
Model 101 Price £13.71 (P&P £2)
, Model 201 Price £16.97 (P&P £3)
Model 500 Price £29, 75 (P&P £4)

. , '. '"

MODEL M 11-45
Dual Purpose Matcher
Covers CB & 45 MTR'S
(The new 'Enthusiasts Band')
Price £29.95 (P&P £2)

MODEL TM 1000
1 KW Matcher
Combined Matcher SWR/Power
Meter and 2 way Ant. Switch
Price £39.95 (P&P £5)

MODEL V2
2 Way Ant,
Switch
Price £4,81
(P&P £1 )

-~~~
It
i.
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MODEL V4
4 Way Ant.
Switch
Price £6.88
(P&P £1)

SAME DAY DESPATCH
ON OUR HOTLINE
0705662145
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MODEL BV 131
Mains Power Amplifier
1OOW FM 200W SSB
Price £84.53 (P&P £8)

Standard Power Pack
with 13'8 v DC stabilised OUlpU1'. j

Price £12.25 (£2 P&P)
We stock over
1000 items of CB
Equipment '·-Send
£1 for our full lists
(includes £2 voucher)

Simply 'phone - quoting Bare/ay or Access
number l ot immediate despatch of items
lis ted. Send £1 tor our full /lsts end colour
brochure and receive
8 £2 voucher against your first purchase.

4
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EXCLUSIVE
UK DISTRIBUTORS

BlacklineSeries
High Quality TVI Filters

: High Quality Signal Boosters

this individually tuned filter
provides the highest possible
rejection on both inner and
braid and should be used
when the frequency of the interlacing sig nal is known.

(TNF 2)

this is a standard high pass
filterwilh built in braid breaker
and will provide 70db of rejection at HF. (Independantly
checked).

£6.75

Th is booster g reatty improves
the reception of VHF/FM car
radios (mono or sterol and fits
between the car aerial and radio.

145Mhz, 70.2Mhz, 29Mhz,

27Mhz, 21 Mhz. 14.2 Mhz.
10.1 Mhz, 6.SMhz. 7.1 Mhz,

3.5Mhz. £ 7.95

£ 1 0.92

The answer
to better
reception

CB VAMPLIFIER

Please stale frequency reQuired when ordering.
•
•
•

75 ohm impedance and suitable tor
TVs, Video Recorders, Hi·Fi
distribution systems elc.

HIGH PASS FILTER
(HPF 1)

b:::-:~-;;;;::~"""

CAR RADIO FM BOOSTER

TUNE NOTCH FILTER The TNF 2 is available tuned to
anyone at the following frelTNF 2)
Quencies:-

•

BRAID BREAKER(BB1) :•

This is lor the suppression of
radio interference bourne
along the co-ax braid and has
very low insertion loss. (particularly suitable for TVs and
Video Recorders).

£6.75

•
•

A new product combining our
established CB pre-amp and
vampire into one unit with
switching facilities and variable control of the vampire for
the ultimate control of interference.

£25.95

CB SIGNAL BOOSTER
A low noise high qualily dual·
gale F.E.T. pte-amp giving in
excess of 24dbs gain.

£14.87

CB SIGNAL BOOSTER AKO Products are
A low noise high quality dualgate F.E.T. pre-amp giving in
excess of 24dbs gain.

• £14.87

•

Manufactured in the
UK to the highest
standards.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
& POST/PACKING

CB 'KRUDKlllER'
2 MTR FET PRE·AMP
2 MTR WAVE METER

Writ,

'n

I~H

det,U,

2 year
guarantee

SAM DAY DESPATCH
ON OUR HOTLINE
0705662145

Simply 'phone - quoling Barc/ay or Access
number lor immediate despatch 01 Items
listed. Send £, lor our lull lis,s and colour
brochure and receive
a £2 voucher against your lirs! purchase.
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OPEN

9am-6.30pm Mon.-Sat. 130 HIGH STREET. EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.
Sun. 10anH pm.
TELEPHONE: 01·952 8860/8185/7488.
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NEWS
FROM

THE
WORLD
OF
CB
I

Christmas is done and gone
and an awful lot of money
has changed hands for both
wanted and unwanted
presents. Many of the
younger readers wi ll, by
now, be proud owners of CB
radio transceivers - mostly
mobiles masquerading as
base stations or portable
models. Parents, Uncles or
Aunts who parted with
precious cash during these
difficult times wi ll not want
to see their money wasted.

One wOl.l!d hope that
some interest was shown in
CB by the recipient before
the gift was purchased that interest is something

that needs to be nurtured. It
is very easy for children - or

adults for that matter - to
misuse CB and during the
period following Christmas
the airwaves will be bubbling
with new breakers. A ll are
most welcome. It w ill now
be left to adults w ith a ge nuine respect for th e service

to ensure that those rigs are
used properly. Common
sense, a close eye and a little
earwigging w ill not be
wasted during this period.
You r favourite CB mag
goes from strength to
strength and a host of new
features wi ll be introd uced
during '83. The 'Rig of the
Year Award' initiated in CB
World, now incorporated in
Citizens' Band, will continue
but under a revised format.
Details of this soon.
The health of the CB
m arket, contrary to belief in
some quarters, is strong and
at least three new rigs w ill be
'on the shelf' early in '83.
You w ill get full and detailed
reports on these just as soon
as the lab boys have finished their analysis. Some rigs
have disappeared from the
shops and some care must
be taken, when buying, to
ensure that servicing is
available under your rights as
a consume r .

A couple of new cont ributors have been taken on
board and we hope - depending on the practability of
their schemes and things to bring you more DIY projects. Hopefully we w ill kick
off next m onth with a follow
up to the very popular Update article on rig modificat ion.
Somewhere in th is issue
- at the time of writing the
pages are un-numbered you will find that joyful
TWONG character, a fugitive
from another mag azine w ho
has sought refug e with
Citizens' Band. Great
character and we hope you
enjoy hi s crazy world.
If you are home based
be sensible , if you are
mobile, be extra carefu l on
the roads. One CB phrase
that I do like is.. Take ca re
'cos we care!
Chris Adam-Smith

Vamplifier

AKD

VAMPLlFIER

PRE-AMP

RX

TX

Telecomms, UK distributors
of AKD products have
announced the release of the
'Vamplifier'. This unit is a
combination of their already
popular CB Booster and
Vampire.
The Vamplifier's pre-amp
stage is switchable
.
incorporating a very low nOi se
F.E.T. device. Whilst the
attenuator section (Vampire)
is now made varia ble and
switch able for Ultimate
control of "bleed over". The
unit will be selling at a retail
price of £29.95.
As an added bonus AKD
now incorporate a Low Pass
Filter in both the Vampire and
CB Booster at no extra cost.

CAS

THE
WORLD
6

Tuning into CB in a big way is
Sandra Clifford . Sandra who?
Good Question. Sandra is
Coventry Carnival Queen and
was recently around and
about at the opening of
Dixon's superstore in that fair
city.
Dixon's have built a

4000 square foot store - big
enough to house the whole
range of their products including CB. As you can see
from the picture pri ces at
Dixon's are really low right
now - we advise you to ru sh
along to you r local store or
even onto the new one in
Coventry. It 's so big you
can't miss it.

t~3~~~~~~~

UPDATE
The new Maxcom 30E

More Maxcom
Maxcom have added two
new rigs to their already
comprehensive range. The
Super 4E, which is an
updated version of the
standard 4E will be reviewed
next month. Their span kingly
brand new rig, the Maxcom
30E, will be on sale early in
the new year. As you can see
from the photograph it is a
handsome CB and just how
well it works we will be
finding out very shortly.
Watch this space.
Enquiries on either of
these rigs should be
addressed to
AM Telecommunication
Services, AM House, 9a
Old's Approach, To/pits Lane,
Watford, Hertfordshire WD 1
8QR. It should be noted that
AMT (Maxcoml obviously
have faith in the growth of
CB in this country and are
backing this faith with hard
cash and some good
products.
CAS

Competition Winners
Hey, you at the back! Sit up
and pay attention . You don't
want to miss the winners of
our November competition do
you?
If you remember (I know ,
1know, November was long
time ago) we set you eight

cryptic questions, the
answers to which were the
names of certain antennas.
Well, as usual. the postmen
had a hard time of it. The
Charing Cross Road was
jammed with red vans packed
full of entries. Thankfully,
most of you entered on
postcards so my letteropening finger was spared. It
was left to our revered
Managing Editor (bow, bow,
scrape, scrape) to dive head
first into the pile . When he
emerged he was smiling and
holding Mr Brind of
Beaconfield' s entry aloft . Mr
Brind will receive his prize
forthwith - a Maxcom 4E
rig.
The second entry to be
extracted from the mountain
was that of Stuart Gagen of
King's Lynn . He wins an SWR
meter courtesy of South
Midlands Communications .
The third prize was a
Johnson SWR meter. We
sent dear Mr Wilson in again,
and although he wasn't
smiling quite as much now he
emerged triumphant. In his
delicate paw was Mr Powell

M••oom <lE for Iho
luclly prize wln_

of Mold's entry.
There were ten runners·
up . Each will receive a unique
CB sew-on patch. They are :
Simon Marles of Wrexham, A
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Sumby Snr. of Sunderland,
Mr P Sumby of the same
address, G Knox of Stockton
On Tees, CC Bowering of
Bristol, Paul Hallsworth of

Denby, Derbyshire, Mrs B
Gouin of Sittingbourne, P
Matin of Glasgow, Mrs P
Craddock of Sponoon and C
KW
Horner of Rugby.
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UPDATE

Noise squelch kit from Bonex & A m bi t

More on Mods
Our 'Update Special Rig
M odification' feature in the
October issue seems t o have
generated a fair degree of

interest . Interested parties
will recall that at the time a
genuine 10.695 MH z crystal
filter was unobtainable, and
we recommended a 15KHz
w ide 10. 7M Hz fi lter. We now

Law Givers?
The Telecom munications Bill,
published on November 19th
'82, includes provisions
amending the Wireless
Telegraphy Acts 1949 and
1967. Their purpose is twof old : to rationalise and update
the penalties f or wi reless
telegraphy offences; and to
introduce new powers t o
enable m ore effective
enforcement of the law .
The provisions include:
- powers for the police or
persons authorised by the
Secretary of State (members
of the Radio Interference
Service) to seize apparatus
for the purpose of
proceedings;
- a limited power of arrest

KnightTime
W e have received three rig s
f rom Knight Communications
for review in the magazine.
The largest of the three is a
ba se station, thi s w ill be
reviewed in next month's

8

have details of a number of
suitable 1 0 .69 5MHz crystal
filters which w ill offer
superior performance to the
one originally detailed.
First off we have a
sample from P. R. Gal/edge
Electronics, of Merriott,
Somerse t. TA 16 5NS.
(0460-73718). This isa
two pole fi lter with a centre
frequency of 10.695MHz.
The 6dB bandwidth is

± 3.5KHz. and t he stop
bandwidth at ± 10KHz is
20dB. The input and output
impedance is 1 Kohm . Price in
one-off quantities is £4.30
inc. V AT . Because the input
and output impedance is f airly
low by crysta l filter
standards, it ought to be
possible to directly substitute
this filter for the standard
ce ramic type without
. worrying too much about

without warrant for the police
in cases involving the illegal
use of radio transmitters; and
- powers for the Secretary
of State to control the sale
and possesion of specified
wireless telegraphy
equipment.

of illicit CB equipment; at the
moment, about 1000
complaints a week
co nce rning interference to
domestic TV and radio
ca used by illegal CB are
received by the Radio
Interference Service IR.I.S.1.

Controls on sale and
possession
To reduce or prevent
interference, the Secretary of
State has powers at present
to prohibit by order the
manufacture and importation
of specified equipment
except with his authority. But
he does not have powers which the provisions will give
him - to control the sale and
possession of such
apparatus. This wi ll help
control further the availability

Seizure and forfeiture of
apparatus
The proposed powers of
seizure w ill include a
provision enabling the police
or the R.I.S. to apply to the
court by way of a civil
procedure for the f orfeiture of
apparatus illegally possessed.
This wou ld give an alternative
to prosecution where it
appears that nothing useful
would be achieved by seeking
a criminal conviction. Thi s
might be, for example, w here

issue . The other two rigs are
mobiles one, a budget rig,
costing only £25.00. Details
of the range can be obtained
from the Luton branch at,

Supertuned Base

Unit 19, Brittania Estate,
Leagrave Road. Luton LU3
IRJ.
CAS

One of our favourite rigs is
Radiotechnic's Supertuned
M40 Special. But now there
is a rival for our affections .
Because Radiotechnic are
selling a new Supertuned rig

terminating impedancesl ln
other words, just unsolder the
original ceram ic filter,
substitute t his one and you're
awayl
Next off is a sample from
Bonex Ltd. of 102.
Churchfield Rd. Acton.
London. W360H. (01-992
7748). Bonex are the West
London agents for Ambit
International, who we
mentioned in the original
article. The specification of
t his filter is identical to t he
one detailed above except
that the impedance is the
more usual 3Kohm. This wi ll
necessitate some
modifications to the rig
circuitry in order to provide
the correct term inating
impedance. These mods w ill
be along the lines of those
outlined in t he October
article. Price is £4.30 inc
VAT and p&p.
Also available from
Bonex and Ambit is a noise
squelch kit. Pictured here.
This is also £4.30 inc VAT
and p&p. We have fitted our
sample to a Cybernet 134
chassis with excellent results.
However, the peB is very
compact, and co nstruction is
not recommended by those
unused to very fine soldering
work.

CP
a person accepts that he
should not have had th e
apparatu s in question and
does not appear to be
deliberately flouting the law .
Penalties
The provisions in the
Telecommunications Bill do
not increase penalties for
existing offences (other than
for two which are made
tri a b l e~eit h er M way). However,
one effect of the Criminal
Justice Act 1982 w ill be to
raise the maximum fine for
the unlicensed use of a
transmitter from £400 to
£1000.
At t he moment t hese
very serious proposed
changes to the law are being
carefully studied and w e shall
be reporting further.
CAS

- their B40 FM Special. It
sells for around £ 11 0 and if it
lives up to the reputation of
its mobile brother should be
ve ry good indeed. Watch out
for a review in the near
futu re.
KW
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Zenith
SPEECH - PROCESSOR
SSB
AM
FM

•
•
•

Boost yo ur 'talk power'
Improve 'speech cla rity'
Increase 'range '
PRICE £34.00 INC VAT

leader of the fastest
selling highperformance legal
base station antenna .
•

The highest star-rated
antenna for Performance,
SWA Adjustme nt,
Insta llation and Va lue
lCitizens Band '82).

•

Exciting new ribbed
coil design with
doubly encapsulated
windings for maximum
performance and allweather protf;lction .

•

Tests indicate performance matching that of an illegal
5dB home base antenna.

•

Base loaded coil on a sing le radiating element 1.5m longpre-tun ed and requiring no SWA adjustment.

•

Precision-mach ined alloy base with 3 ang led ground planes,
each 2.67m long, with cross bracing and designed for
maximum performance.

DISTRIBUTORS:
South-East/West
South East CB Supplies
189 South East Road
Sholing
Southampton
Tel : Southampton 447907

WEST
Esserys CB Supplies
66 High Street
Barnstaple, Devon
Tel: 0271 3331

LONDON
Zulu One - 4
132 Leytonstone Road
Stratford, E15
Tel: 01-555 8045

STOCKISTS:
Bourn emouth
Skywaves

Farnborough
Farnborough Communications
Tel: 518009

Hailsham
CB Services

Tel: 302080
Brighton

Hastings

Station Road
Tel: 563177
Burgess Hill
Guy Austin

Hove

•

Power500W - Frequency 27Mhz - SWA 1:1 .5 or less.

•

Pole mounting base 1 '/.ins. dia.

Isleworlh

•

Price just £25.00 incl. VAT p lus carriage £3.95 and each
antenna is individually guaranteed.

Tet 3407
Christchurch
Motor Mouth CB
Tel: 486207

City
City CB Centre
112 Pitfield
London NI

lorange Lld
Tel: 7 15709

D. F. Browne
Brighton
Tel: 417120
Martin Audio Systems
Tet: 01-560 6343

Lewes
Record CB Bar
Tel: 4334

Tel: 01-739 9991

Norfolk

Channel 4
Jlford
Tel: 4782728

TheUord C B Supplies
Tel: 0842 61645

Crowborough
Archers D.LY. Motoring
Plus 4
Tel: 4864
Eastbourne
$oulhdow n Radio Supplies
Tel: 639351

Norwich
B. A. Yeomans

65 North Walsham Road
Tel: 46294

Reading
Cat Whiskers CB
Tel: 589193

Worthing

GWM

Enfield
Enfield Communications
Ponders End, Enfield

Tel: 8057772

Tel: 34897
S. A. S. Accessories
Tel: 211737

ZENITH ELECTRONICS
21 Station Road Industrial Estate
Hail sham, East Sussex BN27 2EW
Tel (0323) 847106
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Keith Townsend
well known CBer
and exponent of
sartorial finesse,
takes you inside of
the black box to
see just how that
signal gets out, , ,

<

- 3kHz

+3kHz

>

Fig. 1

ast month we offered
a thumb~nail guide to
the various functions
performed within the
average radio receiver.
This month let's take
an equally simplified look at the
other side of the coin , the way
in w hich an audio signal such
as music or the human voice is
transmitted to that receiver. In
some respects the function of
a transmitter is less complex
than that of the receiver,
needing only to convert a
sound from the relatively low
frequency audio band to a
frequency within the radio part
of the spectrum and then to
pass the resultant signal to an
aerial, from where it will be
radiated in a manner which is
acceptable to a receiver
operat in g on the same
frequency.
For sound technical
re asons
most modern
transmitters, including those
designed for CB, use the
system known as narrow band
frequency modulation let's
examine this method of
transmission first, leaving
other forms for further down
the page.

L

the transmitter, commonly a
crystal oscillator - though a
variable frequency oscillator is
needed if the t ransmitter is to
be capab l e of tuning to
anything
othe r
than
predetermined channels, It is
most important that the
crystal osci ll ator and its
component tuned circuits are
stable, ie not subject to drifts
or other variations in
frequency, since the result of
such changes would make
reception of the signal difficult
and, in severe cases, would
place your signal outside the
band in w hich you intended to
transmit.
Since
the
temperature of working
components is a major factor
in determining frequency
stabi l ity,
some
slight
variations are unavoidable
within the first few minutes
after the set is switched on, or
when it is operated in
conditions of extreme heat or
cold.

<

a

><

>

a = UNMODULATED CARR I ER (NO SPEECH )
b = DEVIATION CAUSED BY SPEECH

Passing Phase
In the case of modern CB rigs
this oscillator is contained
within, and forms part of the
PHASE LOCKED LOOP, which
also determines the frequency
at which a signal will ultimately
be delivered to the antenna.
Inside the phase locked loop
the audio frequency taken
from the microphone is
compared with the stable
frequency. The relationship
between these frequencies is
subject to a slow phase
change, thus allowing the
frequency to be modulated,
whereas a rapid phase change
wou ld actually prevent
m odulation of the frequency.
The result of this phase
difference is to create a direct
cu rrent voltage which varies
slightly in sympathy with the
exact audio frequency being
applied at any precise
moment. This produces a
DEVIATION about the centre

frequency, typically of the
order of 2 to 3kHz (Fig. 1).
In order that the desired
channel may be se lected
without
a ltering
the
relationships created within
the phase locked loop control
now
passes
to
the
FREQUENCY SYNTHESISER,
which ensures that the degree
of deviation does not exceed
the stated limits, regardless of
the difference between the
applied audio frequency and
the final transm i ssion
frequency, ie whether you use
channel 1 or channel 40.
By means of the phase
locked loop and synthesiser
the signa l for u ltim ate
transmission has now been
created, but it must undergo
considerable amplification
before it is delivered to the
aerial . In the case of
transmitters having a power
output below about 25 watts
this is achieved by means of a
transistor, though a circuit

Hot and Cold
Obviously the first necessity is
to change the sound which
you wish to transmit into a
wave from which the
transmitter w ill recognise. To
achieve this the sound is
collected by the microphone.
As the sound waves cause the
diaphragm to vibrate the
electro-magnetic field w ithin
the microphone feeds t he
variat ions into the first stage of
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(e) OVER MODULATION

Fig. 2
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designed round a valve will be
need ed t o handl e power
output in excess of this region .

Fig. 3
CARRIER
LOWEST
FREQUENCY

AM&SSB
Having discussed the principle
of an FM transmitter, let's
examine the diff erences
between that and the other
two modes of transmission,
amplitude modu lation and
single sideband.
All transmission s rely
upon a carrier wave, though
the treatment of th is wave
va rie s, dependent upon t he
mode of transmission
selected. Whereas in the case
of FM th e actual frequency
transmitted va ries by a few
kHz, in AM the ca rri e r
frequency rem ains co nstant
whilst the amplitude of the
applied signal varies (Fig. 2 ).
That is to say that the pitch and
the volume of the voice affect
the strength of the outgoing
signal . In the case of broadcast
stations a large bandwidth upw ards of 75kHz either side
of the nominal frequency - is
required in order to achieve
high fidelity where the applied
audio frequency can va ry a
m i nimum 20 H z and a
ma xi mum· 16kHz. For voice
communication, on the other
hand, intelligibility is the prime
requirement . This means that
only frequencies up to about
3kHz need to be transmitted
and has the added advantage
of enabling a greater number of
stations to operate within a
restri cted frequency band .
Thus the bandwidth of an AM
tran smission needs to be
about 5 to 6kHz - roughly
3kH z either side of the nominal
frequ ency. H ence overmodulati on of the signal will
cause interference to adjacent
channels in the same way that
over-deviation of an FM signal
doe s b y i n c r easing the
bandwidth of the signal.
To properly modulate a
carrier wave the power within
the wave must be increased by
fifty perce nt . That is to say

~

I

~kt:t!

995kHz

that a carner wave of, say 5
Watts, will requ ire the addition
of an audio waveof 2.5 Watts .
It is for thi s reason that power
mikes, which tend t o add more
than the required powe r
increase, ca use significant
over-modulation w hen used in
co njun ct ion w ith a n A M
transmitter and are virtually
useless w hen used with an FM
transmitter in w hich the depth
of mo dula t ion re m ains
constant.
The in c reased power
necessary to modulate the
carrier in an AM transmitter is
supplied by a MODULATOR, a
form of fairly high powered
a mp l ifi e r , coupled to a
modulation transformer. This
co nfiguration is extremely
wasteful of power, meaning
t hat for a given input power the
t ransmitted Signal powe r
wo uld be less than wo uld
result from the same initial
power using FM .

J
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1005kHz

1000kHz

t ran smit both sid eba nds
together with a ca rri er which
conta in s no intelligence
w hatsoever. For this reason
the single side band transmitter
(Fig. 4) suppresses both t he
carrier and one of the resultant
sidebands. In order to do so the
ca rri er frequency is fed from its
oscillator into a balanced
modulator, together with the
modulating voltag e. The effect
of this stage is to suppress the
carrier, leaving both sidebands
to be passed to a filter sta ge, in
which the unwanted sideband
is removed. Since normal
methods of f r equency
multiplication would result in a
corresponding increase in the
widt h of the r emaining
sideband this method of fin al
fr equency determinati o n
can not be used. Thu s the
fr eq uency - the wanted
side band - is then mi xed w ith
th e pr od uct of a crystal
osc ill ato r and a variable
frequency oscillator. Th is
stage is then followed by a
Hi and Lo
tuned amplifier with the ability
The transmission of a carrier to reject the unwanted product
wave inevitably produ ces of the earlier stages.
SIDEBANDS, w hich co nsist of
frequencies above and below Design and
that ofthe carrier itself (Fig. 3) .
For exampl e a frequency of Construction
1 ,DDOk H z,
having
a Because of the complexity of
bandwidth of 10kHz would single side band transmitters
exhibit an upper sideband of and the multitude of different
1 , 005kHz and a l owe r frequencies produced w ithin
sideband of 995kHz . Since all the va riou s stages it is
the intelligence. in an AM, or . essentia l t hat design and
double sideband t ran smission constru ctio n should be of the
is contained equally within highest possible standard in
each side band it is wasteful of order to prevent the accidental
both power and frequency to transmission of any but the

Fig . 4

HIGHEST

FREQUENCY

desired final frequency as this
wou ld inevitably lea d to
inte rference to other services,
particularly television. For this
reason the final st age of the
tran smitter is a linear amplifier,
used so as to amplif y the
wanted signa l without
amp lify ing th e unwanted
product. A good quality SSB
transmitter will in c lude a
buffer amplifier between the
mi xer and the power amplifi er
in order to further reduce this
suppression. The addition of a
further, exte rnal linear
amplifier will greatly increase
the likelihood that un wa nted
frequencies are transmitted
and can often be the direct
cause of TVI whe re none
existed before.

Power
Since eac h stage of the
transm itter will consume a
proportion of the power fed
into it, it is safe to assume that
th e transmitter will be no more
than about seventy percent
efficient, since the peak
amplitude of modulation is
twice that of the unmodulated
ca rrier the peak power is the
sum of the top and bottom
peaks of the modulation
envelope, or four times the
sum of the ca rrier power less
the stage losses.
Of the three different
fo rms of transmission w hich
we have discussed si ngl e
side band ca n be said to be the
most efficient form of speech
transmission, since it occupies
the least bandwidth. It is,
ho wever, more critica l of
accurate tuning than either
AM or FM and therefore more
likely to cause interference,
particularly to television and
broadcast reception. Narrow
band FM , on the other hand, is
far less likely to bethe cause of
such interference and provides
good coverage, subject to the
limitations of t he type of
antenna into w hich its Signal is
fed . Although wi dely used
within the amateur HF bands,
AM is rapidly falling out of
favou r wo rld wi de, since it
offers neither the power and
efficiency adva ntages of
sideband, nor t he relati ve ly
low incidence of interference
of FM .

CB
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Ministry of Defence tests prove that received
sound is better with an echo facility, so Skylab

NEW!
Brilliantly Simple
&Effective idea to
Pivot your Rig out to you at
the angle you want It when you
want it, then Pivots Rig out ofsight
of prying eyes when its not in use.
Strong construction for long
trouble free life.
NOW AVAILABLE FROM
LEADING C.B.SUPPLlERS
THROUGHOUT THE U.K.
" /'

NEW!

designel

cl

circuit and put it into Supersound -

speech processor in put with echo, echo delay and

integral reverb - all independently adjustable.
Get more out of your r ig - enhance the quality
of your modulat ion .

New Supergain - this high quality RF pre·amp
for FM rigs can be turned up to 36 dB gain! Ideal
for serious DXing - brings out those normally

undetectable signals .

Plus FM SuperKrunch - the genuine original
noise and hiss eliminator. SuperKrunch actua ll y
listens to the audio output of y ou r rig and if it
hears noise, Su perKrunch makes sure that you
don't. SuperKrunch lets only modulation through
to you. Simple connections - works with phones
or speaker - protected against reversed polarity .
Only £36.00 Inc. p. & p. Money back if not
fully satisfied .

DISTRIBUTED BY"

fKniGHT

Sk lab

COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

--------------------

2C Keighley Road, Crossflans, Bingley, W . Yorks.

Tol , 0274 568428

THE
SKYBAEAKEA

Heavy duty magnetic base lor all aerials
stud fixing. The 5" dlamaler ceramic
gives maximum holding powar at ell
Completely weatherproof. Supplied with cable
and P.L.259.

legal homebase antenna Is
the latest addition to our'
C.B. antenna range. Pratuned radiat or lor Instant
results on F.M . Radiator
length Is 1.5 metres. Ground
plane radlals are 2.7 metres
l ong g Iv ing lull R. F .
deooupllng.
S.W.A. better then 1.3 to 1.
Requ ires 1 Y, " die. pole for
mounting.
S.0.239 socket.
THE SKYBREAKER
c an g ive the best

•
Q.A.P. 27Mhz. 'AI wava
High performance, low angle 01 radiallon, easy
installation and reliability have made this
antenna a winner. We have sold nearly 20,000
in the U.KJ Radiator length 5.5 metres. No
grou nd plane radials. S.W.A. better than 1.3to
1. S.0.239 socket. The antenna Is also available as a %-wave.

Q.A.P. 27Mhz % wava
Extremely low angle of radialion is the reason why
this antenna gives that extra range. Rad iator length
6.87 metres. S.w.A. adjustable to better then' .3 to
1 across the band.
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Camma Aerial Products
MANUFACTURIIRS OF AMATEUR RADIO & CB ANTENNAS
LYE, WEST MIDLANDS
TRADE ENQUIRIES TEL. LYE 891132
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SAVE £4.25 by receiving
a FREE ntagazine binder

when you

subscribe to
It's true,by subscribing to Citizens'
Band you will not only receive your
personal copy direct to your door for
a whole year but also have a superb
ASP magazine binder In which to
keep your copies AND IT'S FREEI
All you have to do to receive your FREE
binder Is book a new subscription or
renew an existing subscription to
Citizens' Band before 30th April 1983.
What could be simpler? Normally
priced at £4.25, these attractive
binders will hOld approximately 12
Issues Of Citizens' Band.
Not for you any longer the chore of
having to track down dogeared copies
of your favourite magazine. Instead
you will merely go to your bookshelf
and they will be waiting for you In
prIstine condition.
Don't miss out on this outstanding
offer - subscribe today and receive
your FREE binder within 14 days of
your order being received.

r-----------------------------------------------,

I

SPECIAL OFFER
Cut out and SEND TO :

~N~am~
513. LONDON ROAD.
THORNTON HEATH.
SURREY.CR46AR
ENGLAND.

Please send my free binder and

commence my personal subscription to
with the
Issue
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I am enclosing my (delete os necessar y)
Cheque /Postal Orderl/nterna b"onol Money
Order for £ .....
(mode payabJe to ASP Ltd)
OR
Debit my AccesslBorclaycard '
('delete as necessary)

I I I I I I
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Nam. (Mrl Mrsl Mis.) .. . ................... , .. . . .
delete accordmg ly

Addr... ..... ... . ........ ........ . .. . . .. . ............... .

£12.00 for 12 Issues
UK
0

(lick 0 as

S;:13.95 fOr 12 Issues

appropriate)

overseas surface 0
£27.1 0 for 12 Issues
AirMail
0

Signature ... .• . ....•.....•........ •.. .•....•. . . .• , , .....
Date •. " ... ..••. • ••••. . • ••.• •• . .•• .. ••• . .••• . .•• • . .••• . •

I
I

-----------------------------------------------~
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Smart Alec takes a
handful of your letters
out of the Q and A bag
and passes a couple
of them over to
Smart Chris Peterson. . .

This month's Star Question comes
from Mr. Durant - Old Boiler - way
down there in Bristol. It is a question
that is often asked and I hope the reply '
gets some respc;>"se from the readers.

***************
Q

As a reader of one of your associated

magazines, Hobby Electronics and, being semi technical and retired I am most
disappointed in CB.
The magazine lacks projects and
concentrates more on rigs that are on or

about to come onto the market. Projects which can be built in the home, advise on changing filters to better
crystals, improving RF quality - the
sort of things it would be impossible for
manufacturers to build into low priced
rigs. I know this is possible as one of my
own cheap rigs is now as good as an ex-

pensive one.
Excuse my cheek ... and what
happened to Rick Maybury, has someoneshothim?

A Thanks for your very nice letter
John, sorry I had to cut it down to a
reasonable length forpublication ,
Now you don 't have a cheek. From
yours and many other readers points of
view your comments are valid.
However, the other magazine that you
mention caters for a different area of the
market than CB. It has a greater number
of readers who are fairly adept at projects and who are more than a little handy with a soldering iron, You will have
noticed that HE does, from time to time,
carry DIY projects that do have an interest to CB users.
We did carry a project a couple of
issues ago on ho w to modify a rig but, in
general, it is difficult to get features like
this that are, A - of interest to a
representative number of readers and, B
- that are readable yet easy enough for
the novice to do. I don't want our many
younger readers blowing themselves up
or burning their parents houses down.
Having said all of that I know that
the Editor is constantly on the lookout
for material of this nature. Simple step
by step projects that will interest the
breaker but will not result in a barrage of
mail and phone calls from readers who
don't know a crystal filter from an ic, Or
because things have gone wildly wrong
when they attempted something they
were not really capable of.
Maybe your letter will prompt some
14

letters or DIY jobs from the many Rig
Doctors out there, Projects that competant breakers can handle but are still
possible forthenovice to tackle.
Thanks again and no, Rick Maybury
is alive and well and living in London.

SA

---*-----

Mr. K. McConnell of Salisbury in
Wiltshire has an interesting little question.

Q I have found it possible to tune our
TV aerial down to 1.1.1 with a matcher
and transmit. Will it cause my rig any
damage, would it cause TVI and if the
answer to the questions Is no .. . would
you recommend it?
Could you tell me of a firm that
stocks the Falcon CB and how much
does it cost 7

A If you have used the rig the answer to
the second part of your question will by
now have been answered. As for the
firstpartwell . .. using an antenna matcher you can get down to 1, 1. 1 on
almost anything from a coat hanger to 8
baked bean can. We all know that coat
hangers don ' t make the best antennas
and I would respectfully suggest the TV
antennas don't either. The matcher
should protect your rig but I doubt that
your signal is much to shout about.
Sorry on the Falcon - Kestrelsand
Hawks yes, Falcons no. Perhaps a
reader can help out there /

SA
From Mr. B. Murray of Rochdale comes
a question about the Update article on
rig mods. I pour myself a coffee and
hand this one over to Chris Peterson .

Q In the Update article on rig modifications, October edition, you stated that a
cristal filter with a centre frequency of
1 O.695KHz and a bandwidth of 8KHz
was not available. Ambit International
do two such filters a 2 pole type and an B
pole. Would the B .pole version be the
best to use?

A Yes Mr. Murray, for the really enthusiastic rig doctor Ambit do offer the 8
pole filter. This has a bandwidth of 8KHz
1+ / - 4KHz) and the stop band attenuation is a whopping BOdBI The price is
also
fairly
whopping
at
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£ 14. 50 + VA T + P&P. Note that this
filter is physically bigger and has different pinouts to the standard ceramic
types. It ;s not 8 direct replacement.
However, those who enjoy a challenge
should be suitably rewarded.

GP

FERRITE
RI

While you are at it Chris you had better
answer th is one from S. McLauhlin from
Market Harborou gh

Q I carried out the rig mod in the Oc~
tober issue of your mag exactly as
described. I found that the mod worked
w ell until I used the rig in the car, I then
found that I had severe ignition in ~
terference which I could not cure. I
returned the rig to its standard condition
and the interference was gone .
Could you tell me if this is usual with
this mod and is there any cure for the
problem ?

A

SPEAKER LEAD

I MAINS

I have not experienced the difficulty

you mention regarding ignition in-

terference, nordo I know of anyone who
has. However I have received two other
enquires from people with problems and
there does appear to be a common
thread.
I suspect that the receiver was
previously being de ~sensed to such an
extent that you were unaware of the ig ~
nition noise problem. Possibly it was be~
ing de-sensed by the ignition noise itself!
Now that the de-sensing has been largely elimited, the other more subtle problems are becoming noticeable.
Bascially, there is no reason why
the modification should have affected
the rig 's basic susceptibility to ignition
noise. I can only suggest you follow the
usual tedious ignition noise remedy procedures.

GP

A Ferrite Ring in position

A The interference is caused by RF getting into the Hi Fi. Disconnect the Hi Fi
speakers and plug in a set of headphones. If the trouble is not present then
you know that the RF is getting in
through the speaker leads. Simply put a
ferrite ring as close to the socket as
possible and wrap the cable around and
through it five times. If it isn 't that then
try the same principle on the mains lead.
If that does not work you will have to get
an engineer in to isolate the Hi Fi,
Telecoms of Portsmouth will supply the
rings and you must connect them as illustrated.

One last question Chris then you can go
back to sleep. This time from Mr.G .A of
Catford in London.

SA

Q You referred , on several occasions
to circuits using the MC3357 IC . Is this
a suspect chip?

T wo quick questions to finish off this
month' s column with - they both concern the price of rigs and come from Mr.
B Davis of Bolton and from A ,M . Jones
of Salop . Both breakers are curious
about rig prices - our reference section,
catalogue price lists and shop prices. A ll
seem to be different.

A The 3357 is adequate when preceded by a crystal filter as the 'I C manufacturers intended. However, most rig
manufacturers have deleted this essential component on the grounds of cost,
with the all too familiar results!

GP

That ' s all on the rig modification article
for the present, in the coming issues
Chris w ill be writing an Update on his
Updatel So, to a question on Hi Fi interference from Hedgehog down there
in Kent .

Q I have a problem with my rig, when
the Hi Fi is on downstairs and I key the
mike, my rig interferes with n. Could you
please toll me what causos this and how
I can cure it?
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only tell you of the recommended price
the rest is up to you and your hairy legs!

SA
A anomoly spotted by the Bookworm of
Lanarkshire in Scotland ... the sharp
eyed Scotl

Q In your December ' 82 issue, you
reviewed the Harvard Good Buddy and
the Lowe TX40 . Both have front and left
microphone sockets but in the panels
you gave one 'good' and the other ' fair'
for mike location. Could you please explain .

A

A The price list in the reference section
contains the prices quoted by the
manufacturer or distribution company,
They are typical prices. As we always
tell you - shop around as prices can
vary considerably, It is not always best
to buy the cheapest. As rig bought for
ten bob in a backstreet may have
another owner and, if you buy a rig from
a shop that isn't going to be there tomorrow - how are you going to get it serviced if things go wrong with it? Shops
that have high overheads may be forced
to charge more than the little CB shop
around the corner or, vice versa. We can

Happy new year to you too. and
thanks, Simply an error in setting the
copy. Which the eagle eyed little Kev
failed to spot. I have had words with him
but as he really isn't so little I didn't push
it too far! Yes David, they should have
both been fair, We usually give a 'poor '
only if it is left and at the side of the rig. A
CB patch is on it's way to you this very
moment.

SA
Well that ' s it again for this month .
Keep ' em coming but keep ' em short. I
would just like to thank Ken Stone of Birmingham f or hi s pleasant and long very long - letter, Perhaps a shorter letter for Back Chat . . Now I'm going to
type this veeery slooowly . NO SAEs
PLEASEI As yet we do not operate that
kind of readers service although we are
looking into the possibility .

Problems shoulO be sent to CB Q tt A
CItizens ' Band, 145 Choting Cr os s

Roed , London WC2H oee
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Rig
Review

UP MARKET

A

We looked at the Uniace
100 and liked it. Here
Chris Peterson takes a
close look at the 200
and tells you what extra
you can expect for your
money ...

months ago we re
viewed the Uniace 100.
This month we take a
look at its big brother
and ask: Is it worth the
f 8W

extra cost?

The Uniace 100 impressed us with
its above average performance. The
Uniace 200 is based on the same
chassis, but with extra facilities added.
It comes well packed in a substantial
box, which should provide adequate
protection against our postal service.
The rig is no miniature outfit, measuring
a substantial 1 60mm wide, 51 mm
high, and 215mm deep, This may not
sound too bad , but remember that this is
another rig with the mike connector on
the left hand side. This eats up at least
another inch width wise.

Although quite a lot of chrome is in
evidence. the styling isn't too garish.
Some of the rigs we've seen have
resembled Cl Wurlitzer juke-box more
than a transceiver. Uniden have managed to avoid falling into that trap, though
the styling does show a certai n transatlantic influence.
The left hand side of the front panel
contains a group of four knobs, arranged
in a square. Top left isthe mike gain, and
alongside it the RF gain control. Bottom
left is the vo lume/off control and
alongside it is the squelch. The central
feature of the front panel is a black rectangle containing in the top left the
power/ signal strength meter, and
alongside it the red LED channel indicator. Beneath these, arranged in a
horizontal row are four push-buttons.

Ellia!fP,·'
~
-
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From left to right these are PA/CB, tone
10dS attenuator, and a dimmer
switch. Finally on the extreme right is a
large channel selector knob. In the extreme top right hand corner is a small red
TX warning led . Similarly in the bottom
right hand corner is a green RX LED.
On the back panel is a standara
hi~lo ,

50-259 antenna connector, two
3 .5mm jack-sockets for external and
PA speakers, and a standard type 3 pin
power connector. The mike connector is
a four pin locking type on the left hand
side. Apart from being mounted in an
awkward place it also has npn-standard
pin connections, so beware when using
it with 'brand X' microphones.
All the controls had a nice feel to
them . Compared to the smaller Uniace

100, they were easier to operate,
benefitting from the increased spacing
possible with the larger front panel.
Mike gain controls are largely a waste of
time. Most produce best results when
turned fully up, and tend to be left there
permanently! Similarly dimmer switches are usually largely unnecessary
especially when used wit h LED displays,
These are usually dim enough to start
with. However on the Uniden it also
dims the meter illumination, which may
prove useful if you drive a lotat night. All
too often we have come across rigs that
dim the LED s, only to leave the RF meter
dazzingly bright. Uniden have avoided
falling into that trap, and are to be congratulated, It's a pity they didn't omit
the mike gain control, and use the space
created to bring the mike connector on to the front panel.
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The rig comes with all necessary
mounting hardware and a reasonable instruction manual. However, as with the
Uniace 100, the printing in the section
on SWR could confuse anyone unfamiliar with the subject. Adequate
reference is made to Home Office regulations on antennas.
The Uniace 200 has an isolated
chassis, and can therefore be used in
both positive and negative earth vehicles. A fu ll circuit diagram is included in
the manual, a practice of which we
who le-heartedlY approve . Other
manufacturers please note .

Technicalities
Hardly surprisingly, the Uniace 200 circuit bears more than a passing resemblance to its smaller brother. The synthesiser is a TC91 1 gp, Toshiba's
answer to the Sanyo 71 37. A single
transistor crysta l oscillator provides the
10,24 MHz reference frequency , The
VCO output is buffered in an emitter
follower circuit feeding a tuned
transformer. Rather an unusual practice, as this sort of circuit is notoriously
difficult to stabilise at RF frequencies.
Ho weve r Uniden seem to have
mastered it as no signs of instability
were noticed.
In the transmit mode, the buffered
VCO output is doubled in a TA 7 31 OP ic
to achieve the final 27MHz output frequency. A conventiona l 3 transistor RF
amplifier strip raises the output up to 4
watts. The output filtering is comprehensive, as might be expected, to meet
HO requirements. 10dS attenuation is
achieved by reducing the supply voltage
to the pre-a mp and driver stages. The
output stage is run at full voltage all the
time.

The mike amp uses a pair of opamps with a diode limiter between
them. Plenty of audio filtering is in
evidence.
The receiver is a strange mixture of
the boringly conventiona l and the unexpected. Starting at the front end, a pair
of back to back diodes protect the RF
transistor in the transmit mode, there
being no antenna switching between
TX and RX modes, Usually, the diodes
are fed with an amount of DC bias which
can be varied down to zero by the front
panel RF gain contro l. Usually RF gain
controls vary the gain of the RF amplifier
stage. In this case, the protection diodes
are used as an electronically variable RF
attenuator. This is certainly a novel approa ch. PIN diode attenuators working
in a similar manner are common in professiona l VHF and UHF equipment, but
this is the first time we have come
across this approach using conventional
diodes in domestic equipment.
Following the input tuned circuit,
the RF amp is boringly conventional in
comparison. It consists of a simple common emitter NPN transistor, biased from
an AGe line. The first mixer is a jugfet
using source injection. The 10.695
MHz first IF is transformer coupled into a
ceramic filter . The filter output is transformer coupled into the second mixer.
This is an NPN transistor with emitter in jection. The output is resistively coupled
into a 455KHz ceramic filter, which is in
turn resistively coupled into the second
IF amplifier. Since this stage isn't
balanced, there must be quite a lot of
local oscillator energy appearing at the
collector of the transistor, and we can't
help being surprised at the absence of a
tuned transformer at this stage to trap it
out. Admittedly the ceramic filter should
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prevent the local oscillator energy from
reaching the next stage, but it must limit
the dynamic range of the mixer.
Following the ceramic filter , a
single t ransistor common emitter
amplifier is transformer coupled to a
final amplifier consisting of a pair of
boot-strapped transistors. T he output
of this stage is transformer coupled to a
quadrature detector ictype uPC1 028 H.
A sample of the second IF from the final
transformer is rectified and used to provide AGC to all stages except the
JUGFET mixer and the final IF amp.
Squelch is level dependent, and derived
from the AGC line. The audio amp is an
MB3 7 1 2 ic capable of delivering about
1 .8 watts of audio.

Lab Resu lts
The power output measured 4 .2 watts
at 13.2 vo lts, and the 1 OdB attenuator
redu ced th is by 11 dB. This is slightly
over the limit on power, but within the
1 dB measurement tolerance allowed .
The second harmonic measured
- 82dB, bettering the HO requirements
by a whole 10dBI All other harmonics
were better than - aOdS, again comfortably within spec, but not by quite
such a good margin as the Uniace 100
we t ested. All frequencies were within
1 80 Hz of nominal, another creditable
performance. However we could on ly
record a deviation of ± 1.05 KHz. The
recommended deviation is ± 1 .5 KHz ,
w ith a ' never exceed' limit of ± 2.5
KHz.
The readability of an FM signal
under difficult conditions is directly proportiona l to deviation. Whilst overdeviating can ca use other problems, to
get the best out of the system you must
take full advantage of th e deviation
allowed. Most manufacturers consequently tend to set the deviation slightly
on the generous side. The result recorded here is slightly disappointing .
At ma ximum RF gain, the receiver
sensitivity measured 0 .7 uV PO for
1 OdB SIN, 89 corresponded to 31 0 uV,
and the fully turned up squelch required
7 mV to open it. With the RF gain turned
down, the sensitivity reduced to 1 ao
uV, 59 corresponded to 80 mV and the
fully turned up squelch couldn't be
opened at alII
Thi s indicates an adequate sensitivity, and a sensible working range for
the AF gain control. However, it is worth
mentioning that in contrast to many FM
receivers the noise increase w it h falling
signal levels is very progressive. W ith
m ost FM rigs, the noise level is consta nt
and low until a certain threshold is
reached, at which point it builds up
rapidly. This indicat es that whilst on
strong and weak signals performance
will be comparable to any other rig, it
may appear slightly noisier on mid-range
signals between 53 and 57.

On the Air
Th e Uniace 200 was subjected to our
usual test procedure, operating both
mobile and home-based f or a period of a
few weeks. The installation in our test !
vehicle requires the rig t o be inst alled
under the dash on the left hand side.
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This ca used the usual problems due to
the m ike connector being on the left
hand side of the rig. The mike cable is
barely long enough under these conditions, despite the small size of the ca r. If
you r car can accept a rig centra lly or
under the drivers side of the dash you
should be OK . Please, manufacturers ,
desist from this dreadful practice. In this
case the rig would have to have been
scratched from my short-list however
good it may have been otherwise.
In other respects the rig performed
quite impressively. The measured low
deviation produced the expect ed requests to 'turn the mike gain up a bit. ' It
already was flat out I Most impressive
was the receiver performance. Swamping and de-sensing were noticeable only
by their absence. Well , there was a hint
of it under extreme conditions, but I really do mean extreme I Indeed, this must
rate as one of the best rigs around in this
respect. Audio performance was adequate and clear without being sparkling.
The tone control produced the best
results in the ' 10' position. The audio
response was quite adequate, and it
took the slightly harsh edge off.
The squelch worked well and had
plenty of range to cut out the centra l
London 'garbage ' on channel 14. A little
bit more hysteresis might have helped.
Indeed, this rig is one of those that
responds to severe overloads from adjacent channels by gettin g slightly noisier
rather than by going deaf. As such it
would benefit by employing a noise
squelch rather than th e level type fitted.
Nonetheless, as supplied it is definitely
one of the better rigs around .
Inevit ably, it is going to be compared wit h t he various Cybernet offer·
ing s, being Simil arly priced and
specified . A fair judgement is probably
that the Uniden has a slightly better
receiver in terms of swamping, whilst
the Cybernet has slightly better audio
performance, both transmitting and
receiving .
The next question is - is it worth
the extra cost over the Uniace 100?
Well, the receiver is so good that unless
you are operating on a big twig in a congested area, you rarely have to touch
the RF gain control. Similarly, the m ike
gain produces the best results flat out .
On t he other hand, the improved spacing on the front panel does make it much
easier to operat e w hil st mobile, and the
dimmer working on the meter illumination eases eye-strain at night . So if you
operate a lot from home base, or do a lot
of mileage at night, it probably is worth
t he extra . If you don 't do either you' ll be
just as well off wit h the smaller Uniace
100. In either case you wi ll have spent
your money w isely.
The official list price of Uniden rigs
is still a bit on the high side. One or two
places are discounting them heavily,
though, and this makes them a highly attractive proposition . In either case, if
you can live with the side mounted mike
con nector, you wi ll have one of the best
rigs cu rrently available.
Our thanks to Uniden for supplyi ng
us with the review sample.
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RIG REVIEW DATA PANEL
Model
Distributor
Typical Price

UN lACE 200
Wanac. Comm. Ltd
89 .95
Ye.

Featur••

No

PA Facility
Externa l Speaker Jack
TX Indicator Light
RX Indicator light
PA Indicator Light

•
•
•

S/ RF Meter
Hi/la Power Switch
AN l l NB Switch
CH9 Switch
Variab le RF Gai n
Mike Gain
Delta Tune
Tone Control
lED Channel Read out

Facilitie.
Ease Of Contro l.
Built In Speaker
Microphone location
Cabinet Construction
Quality Of Control Switches
Channel Indicator Reedi;bility L
Mounting Bracket
Hand Booklln structions

Spectflcatlons
Modes Of Operation

FM Only

40

No. Of Channels

Wolght
Dimension.

Supply Voltogo
RF Output Powe,
Frequency Stablltty
Swamping
SensitIvity IRX)
SpuriOUS EmissIons

60x51 x215mm
13.8 VDC

4 watts
In spec
V-good
Good
In spec

VERDI
Range
Clarity of TX
Clarity of RX
Ease Of Controls
Ease Of Install ation
Performance

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXX
XXXX

We rate our samples on a scale
of one to five . Five stars is
the highest rating . three and
four stars are good to average
and one and two stars mean
it's not doing so well.
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Kaiser electronicleading German
CB manufacturer·
proudly presents:

CBX-40the top-class 40 ch
deluxe hand-held that beats
any competition!
Gennan workmanship and engineering guaranteed quality al moderale price.

• 40 ch FM UK specs.
• Digital channel read-out.
• Hi/lo power switching plus ch 9 priority.
• Separate electret condenser mike, many
other outstanding features.
• Flexible rubber-type antenna and CLC
telescopic.
• Designed to be the very best.
Due to great demand. we have largely
increased our production capacity and offer
prompt delivery.
Please ask your local dealer or contact us
directly.

The new
TC9000Mk2
Features:
Excellent ~ensitivity
Superb selectivity
Priority channel switch
Accessory swi tch for your own internal accessories
Noise blanker
High/ Low power switch
SeL ca ll option socket on rear

**
**
*

**

The new TC9000 M k 2 has been bu i It to a very
high standard by a leading communications
company' to meet all the current Home Office
specs. It utilizes a double conversio n receiver
with superb filters to give excellent se lectivitythis coupled with a very sensitive front end
captures even the weakest signal.

£54.95 inc. VAT
plus £2.50 p&p
WE STOCK A COMPLETE RANGE
OF CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
For further details phone, write or come in and see us . ..
LEE ELECTRONICS LTD., 400 EdgWlIf. Road, London W2 1 EO. Tal: 01·723 5521
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or those of you who missed the
selective calling article in our
April ' 82 issue, here's a brief explanation of how the system
works. When an ordinary CB rig
transmits to another CB rig, it is
only the strength of the signal that
determines whether or not the second
set's squelch opens, assuming that both
rigs are on the same channel. The higher
the setting of the squelch on rig B, the
stronger the signal from rig A has to be
to open it. Unfortunately, any signal that
is strong enough will also cause the
squelch to open, and when it has opened, it allows all signals to come through,
skip, sidebanders. bleedover from adja-

F
Andy R Giles has been
playing with a device that
should help those of you
who would like a little
more privacy on the air.
It's a selective calling unit
that can be used with
any rig.

cent channels, in fact, anything that is
within range . Adding a Sel -Call unit to a
rig will not stop all these other signals
coming through once the squelch has
opened, but it will stop it from opening
until a particular signal is received . This
signal must not only be strong enough. it
must also contain a series of tones.
These tones must be the ones that the
Sel ~ Call unit inthe receiving set has been
programmed to expect, no others will
work. Therefore the squelch on a rig fit~
ted with Sel-Call will only open for someone who knows the correct se ~
quence of tones, ie someone whose call
is expected.

"I know several people who had
hoped to be able to use CB to talk to their
wives while on the way home from work
but this has been made impossible by
the number of dummies who pollute the
airwaves with the outpourings of their
deranged minds . I've even known em·
bittered Fleet Street journalists blush at
some of the things that they have heard
on the air and so it is not surprising to
find that most wives are reluctant to
have a rig turned on while they are alone
in the house. Even if they are just
monitoring and do not try to use it totalk
to anyone, it can be very disconcerting
to have the squelch open every t ime the
rig picks up a strong enough signal,
usually from a bucketmouth.

111111111111111

EXTENSION SPEAKER
SOCKET
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•
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RIG
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SPEAKER

How se'lective calling works
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If the set being monitored has SelCall fitted, no unexpected signals can
open the squelch, no matter how strong
they are. This would allow a wife to
monitor for as long as she likes because
the only signal that she could hear would
be from her husband. Once the squelch
has opened, the set will perform in exactly the same way as before and all the
rubbish will be heard in the background,
but that should not matter too much
because the required signal should be
strong enough to be heard orthe Sel -Call
tones would not have got through.

Enter Datong
Sel -Call has been available for commercial radios for a long time but it has
always been very expensive, at least
£50 per unit, plus the cost of fitting it inside the radio . Now a company that
specialises in making amateur radio
equipment, Oatong Ltd, has introduced
an inexpensive Sel -Call unit that does
not have to be wired into the rig and
which is very simple to use. It's called
the Codecall 4096 and two units are
needed for the system to work, one on

each rig. Each unit is a tone generator
and a tone decoder, all contained in a
plastic case that is about the size of a
packet of cigarettes, depending on what
you smoke. A PP3 battery also fits inside the case and provides the power.

11 1 1 "

They draw so little current that a battery
should last for a long time.
Each unit is supplied with a length
of cable with a 3. 5mmjack plug fitted to
each end. One of these fits into a socket
on the unit and the other goes into the
extension speaker socket on the rig.
This is the only connection to the rig . An
extension speaker can then be plugged
into the other socket on the unit and
that ' s all there is to it, Sel -Call has now
been fitted.
The front panel of each Codecall
has three rotary switches on it, each
with fifteen numbered positions and so
the possible permutations are enormous
- 4096 to be exact (16 x 16 x 16),
hence the name of the device. The two
users must first agree which settings
they are going to use eg 9 7 13, orO 35.
These numbers are then entered on the
appropriate switches and the units
connected to the rigs . The rig ' s squelch
and volume must be adjusted according
to the instructions so that there is
enough volume to drive the units but
apart from that there is no other setting
up to do when fitting them. When one
user wants to call the other, he has to
place his microphone against the
section on the Codecall 's front panel
marked ' Coded Sleep Output' and then
press the switch on the top of the
device. This causes a stream of high
pitched warbling sounds to be sent
down the microphone and transmitted.
These sounds contain the code and to
make sure that they get th rough, the
signal should be transmitted for several
seconds. The rig at the receiving end has
not been picking up other signals
because the jack plug in its speaker
socket has silenced its internal speaker

and no sound c an get out past the
Codecall. However, when the coded
signal is received , the Codecalll
recognises it and reacts by starting to
bleep and an LED on its front panel also
lights. If there is nobody there to answer
the call, the light will stay on and the unit
will continue to bleep for ten minutes. If
will then give up and go back to standby.
If there is someone there to answer, all
he has to do is press t he 'L.S. OFF'
button and the external speaker will be
activated and the two rigs can then be
used to hold a normal conversation .
When he wants to reset the Codecall for
the next call , he must press the ' L.S .
OFF' button again and this will cut off
the extension speaker normally, it is not
necessary to disconnect everything,
leaving the button in the 'out' position
allows all signals to be heard on the
extension speaker.

Conclusion
We experimented with these
gadgets for several weeks and found
that they work very well. There were no
operational problems , apart from the
signal not getting through but that was
nothing to do with the units. We found
that it is a good idea to transmit the
tones for at least five seconds in order to
make sure that the receiving unit had
time to recognise them , especially if
there is a lot of background noise on the
channel . As I said before. these units will
not turn a noisy channel into a clear one
but they do make it a lot easier to
monitor a channel for a particular signal .
The Oatong Codecall 4096 is
available direct from Datong Electronics
Ltd, Spence Mills, Mill Lane, BrBmley,
Leeds LS13 3HE (Tel: 0532 552461)
or from most amateur radio retailers.
They cost approximately £30 per unit,
which I think is excellent value .
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HAM

It's easy
to complain
about
advertisements.

INTERNATIONAL
MAIN DEALERS FOR
SOUTH & WEST WALES
CBT,l Prince of Wales Road, Swansea.
(0792) 463821
VIKING
PUMA
Multimode 11
Multimode I1 1} (1983
Concorde 11
Concord e I11
models)
Jumbo I1 1
Jumbo 11
Ham Frequency Counter plugs into Ham models ..... £39 .99 (c)
Sies Reverberaters ............................................. £26.00 (c)
Bleedover crystal for most rigs ........ , ...................... £6 .99 (a)
Circuit Diagrams for Ham models ........................... £1.00 (a)
Service Manuals for Ham models ...................... ..... £6.00 (b)
Handbox for Ham models (Except Jumbo) ...... .......... £3 .00 (a)
Handbooks for Jumbo 11 ..... ... .. .. ... .... ... ........... ... ... £6.00 (b)
Are you looking for new fronts and spares for your HAM, then we
can supply them. Most HAM spares will fit many other rigs.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Authority'

The Advertising Standards
H an advertisement is wrong._'re hereto put it right.
ASA.Ltd., Brook Ho'Jse,Tomngton f1ace, London WCIE lHN.

Postag e:

(a) SOp

(b) £1.00

(c) £1 .50

To obtain your catalogue on all HAM International equipment send £1 to CB.T, 1 Prince of
Wales Road, Swansea. This catalogue includes
MM Ill, Concorde Ill, Jumbo Ill.
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

EQUIPMENT

r.i:nicHT

~
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COMMUNICATION THE

QSL card swopping is an
international hobby. Multi
coloured cards for you to
wallpaper your room
with. Here Medicman
introduces you to the
world of the QSL. . .

on9 before Aunty Mary arrived
in the UK we were in constant

another CB Magazine, and we have kept

contact with CBers across the

friendship to be had forthe price of a few
personalised postcards.
QSLing is simply the postal exchange of postcards that you have had
printed with a design which illustrates
your Handle. Call sign or Station. and it
is always polite to include a few small
givaways and generally follow a certain
code of OSLing that has evolved over
the past few years which. if followed.
will bring you mail from friends all over
the World - the brotherhood of CB
worldwide real ly is that strong.

L

world, and totally legall This
was our introduction to the
world of QSLing, or wallpaper
as it is known in the States, Of course , it

was not until the advent of the nowdemised BANDSTAND duplicated CB
newsletter that OSLers in the UK were
able to contact each other and , I distinctly remember, the first UK cardswapper
who advertised a ' -4 - ' swap of his personal card, he now writes under the
nom -de-plume of Charlie Hotel in

ALWAYS
ALWAYS
ALWAYS

ALWAYS

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

ALWAYS

ALWAYS

A LWAYS

A LWAYS
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send 2 or 3 of your cards.
include 1 or 2 of your
friends cards.
personalise your card with
a greeting. and where you
received your contacts
name from.
exchange at least the
number of cards you
receive.
pay the correct postage
for Airmail or Surface Mail.
QSL back for each one you
receive or you will soon be
blacklisted in the QSL
World.
use your club rubber
stamps and unit number
on your cards.
try to exchange 1 ~4·1 colour and black and white
cards.
try and use commemorative postage
stamps.
try and include some little
extras. such as view

in touch all of that time . That's the

postcards or brochures of
places of local interest especially to overseas contacts.
DON'T

Send 1 card and expect to
receive 6 in return.

DON'T

receive 6 cards and send 1
in return .

DON'T

send cards Surface Mail
and expect an answer in a
week.

DON'T

send scraps of paper with
your name and address
scrawled on them, they
usually end up in the
waste bin where they
belong.

DON'T

forget to include your
name and address on all
cards. you will not get any
replies unless you do so!

DON'T

join a aSL swap club
unless you QSL 100%.
Clubs only work for you
when you do your part.
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As you can see the basic rules are
quite simple , and usually w ithin a month

of starting QSLing the cards of radio
friendship start arriving from all parts of
the world, many bringing lifelong friend ships. I have firm friends now in many

parts of the USA , Canada, New
Zealand , West Germany , Holland ,
Austria , Switzerland and Australia, all

gained through CB-QSLing, and many
have extended an open invitation for a
personal visit to them,

So how do you start QSLingl Quite
simply the only requirem~nt is a prin.ted
personalised postcard . Ma~y printers
throughout the country are well·versed
in the production of superb QSL cards ,

from the basic starter, the cards I began
my hobby with, produced by OERWENT
PRESS of 69, Langstone Drive, Ex·
mouth, Devon EX8 4HZ.This .firm will

for 25 pence in stamps, send you a sample selection of the QSL cards they pro·
duce using standard printing designs

which can be chosen to make some verY
attractive QSL cards in up to six colours.
If you want to go in at the: deep end on
superb full colour artist drawn cards
then many specjalists have cometo light
. during ·the past few months . Perhaps
the best known of these is .the
COOKY'S QSL SERIES designed and
printed by PAPA BRA VO INTERNA. TIONAL CB - QSL CL UB run by Andy
Cookson of P. O. Box 48, Preston,
Lancs. Chris Darlington of the HAPPY
COBBLERS QSL CLUB atP.O. Box 99,
Northampton has recently come onto
the QSL scene in a big way with some
excellent full colour cards.
Now we have our prized new QSL
cards , how do we go about making
some QSL contacts I Probably the best
way is to join a reputable QSL·Swap
club, but beware as many rip-off merchants have unfortunately crept into an
otherwise.respectable hobby . Be guided
by the number of your correspondents
.cards you see with a particular clubs
rubber stamp on them , obviously the
more you see a club mentioned usually
the better it is . To assist newcomers
:some of the better clubs . are listed
below :-

ANGLO AMERICAN MAGNA CARTA
INTERNATIONAL SIDEBANDERS
Coronation House,

T olcarne Road,
Newquay,
Cornwall
HAPPY COBBLERS OX QSL CLUB
P.O. Box 99,
Northampton

13, Crtnre Sf
Bal1Jo/dsttlclc,

Colne, L.

"" ,

ncs.. 8.88 518

£nlll'nd.

73''''51 Ii
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SIERRA VICTOR INTERNATIONAL
DX·QSL CLUB
43, Greedeon Rise,
SlIeby,
Leicestershire LE12 7TE
BRITISH CONCORDE INTERNATIONAL
CB·QSLCLUB
187, Walton Road, .
East Molesey.
Surrey KT8 ODY
PAPA BRAVO INTERNATIONAL OX &
QSLCLUB
P.O. Box 48',
Preston,
Lancs.

r ~t!

ACI/£RON£
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Citizens' Band Magazine: Good OSL Contacts
SUSAN SD25
WENDY - Tongue TI6d
PAUL SAUNDERS
DERIK BARR
KEN B036
DAVID MAGUIRE
SHANE COOPER
DAVID SANDERSON
COUN SWT 04
JOHN GREENWAY
JIM Deilsel Doctor
DARYL Mighty Midge
SW. PBrramore
DAVlD & JACKIE COOPER
CHRIS HUMPHRIES

P.O. Box 27, Southport,
Merseyside.
107, Howdles lane, Il<ownhills,
Walsall WSB 7PJ, West Midlands.
9, Artesay Road, Henlow,
Bedlordshire.
P.O. Box 424, Tweedale, Tellord,
Shropshire.
P.O. Box 16, Southsea, P04 8EP,
Hants.
16, Kilmacormick Drive,
Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh,
Northern Ireland.
61, Ume. Avenue, Brier1ey Hill,
Dudlay, West Midlands DY5 1 PG.
7, Sunderlend Avenure,
Hambleton, Nr Blackpool,
Lancashire.
Cottswold CB Centre, 56, High
Street, Glouscester.
7, Kenilworth House, Princess
Elizabeth Way, Hesterway,
Cheltenham, Glos.
4, TInweld View, locharbriggs,
Dumfries, Scotland. OG 1 1RT.
31, Medlock Avenue, Aeetwood,
FY7 8DE.
P.O. Box 1128, 0 4513 Beim,
West Germany (British Il<eaker).
95, Greenock Crescent, Stirchley,
Birmingham B30 2TD
Greenfield, Caidicot, Newport,

ALEX BLACK Squeezebox
PETER EVANS
JEREMY HUNT
D.J. WAlliNG
JOHN
TOM OUINN
GLADYS CHERVEN
THE WARNER FAMILY
LORNA JONES
PAUL DUNSTER

25, Wermanbie Road, Brydekirk,
Annan, Dunfiresshire.
90, Caecoed, Uanybie,
Ammaniord, Dyfed SA 18 3UG,
South Wales.
12, Meadow Close, Hockley
Heath, Solihull, Warwickshire B94
6PF.
152, North lonsdale Road,
Ulverston, Cumbria LA 12 9DZ;
P.O. Box 162, 4530 A.D.
Temeuzen. Netherlands.
11 , Main Arm Road,
Mullumbimby, New South Wales,
Australia 2482.
P.O. Box 80541 , South Bumaby,
British Columbia, Canada V5H
3X9.
P.O. Box 202, Oakwood, Illinois
61858, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 116, Otaki, New
Zealand.
P.O. Box 855, Fremantle 6160,
Westem Australia .

ANDREAS DAMM
E 0 SMITH
BERT
MAURICIO MACHADO

P.O. Box 1252, 5439 Bad
Marienberg, West Germany.
P.O. Box 14, lansdowne 7780,
Cape Town, South Alrica.
P.O. 80x 3011, 3130 CA
Vlaardingen, Holland.
P.O. Bcx 2 7, Pamaiba, 64200
Piaui, Il<azil.
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Comment

Winter isn't so much of
a wonderland when
you're stuck in a traffic
jam or snowdrift. How is
CB going to help the
motorist? Will CBers
cooperate? Can CB
make driving safer this
winter? We have the
questions - but do we
have the answers?

cantral

goes on

budgets strive to keep the ma;" ..foads

get deci·
winter de·

cold hands and a feeling of

gritted and the police endeavour to
keep the ",!Ifllc movl!'g - sJiH ttie
",11ft", ia'1'" occur. And. ItuCk behlNl a
line of vehicles or cr~irlg out of a

lethargy as you crunch off in
the morning for 1hatous or train for a

clJjpg aorflllbne else crawl from a wreck

~ he

<¥dly
pression lets in.

Qtd

feet .

reasonably haz8rd·free journey to th
old work place. I say reasonably ha.·
ard·free because, with..the exception of

frozen points and other~.m8g8 of frost
prone equipment. the journey Is nor·
mally warm and speedy. Whatever
happens your fate is In the hIInds of
someone else and at the very worst

you can only arrive at work late and
short tempered. Not so the motorist or

lhe two wheeled traveller.

Trayel Hazards

wrecked car - or almost

89

bad. wat-

- tends to make you wish that you

had stayed In ba'8!
Is a CB radio gOing to help you at
aH this wfnter? Well. last y.ar at the
beginning of wlnt.r legal CB was only a
.babe. yet It did manage to extricate In· __ ....
dlvldu." from 80l1li' nasty predlca·
ment•. Old hand. of tha AM.JIIIIede
had bean helping themselve. and each
other for almest two wtntert'"and there
was no doubt in their mind. 85 to the

value oHhe CBJlldlo. Even file Police.
from time to time, turnecMt blind eye to

For him or her It Is a totally-l!lff.rent ti-. Illegal rig that had summolljld th~
matt.... Flat batteries. dam~lIlnes ,.. to the site of one disaster or another.
and Jay roads coupled wilJ1 the This year things could be much better ...
depending upon three
mad".,an who speeds In fog tend to or wo s
unkno
--- /
a Questions
•

~t"::~:;i~~~~~~~~~
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Will the wallies recognise the value of
the emergency services to the motorist

CITIZENS' BANO FEBRUARY 1983

and ca.l. their summer activity of
bahlng the monhors?
.will organlsatlonl luch as REACT,
THAMES, AIM and ALERT :;- to name
but four of the many - have a sufficktnt number of trained monitors to
give the sort of cover that Is so very
necHsary If a motorist Is to put anY
~ tllli usa of His CB should dls-

..........7

..,. ""'Will people with CB radios ba pr...
pm<! to helpoeach other out of the ttght

spots]

I'·

Answers 7"

The ansWa,""to thalaet one is f~y'cer• tain or at 'e88t It was in the old days of
the brotherhood of the ~Ber._ Not
.enly were
t.e help but lhey
show·that
and-that

_e . . ,

valuabte ro

to play toWlli1l4he general-wel~balnll
of ~'''''''vljJ'h.y
I
SUs
frequent encounters with
them, st
, a bunch of people.enjoyIng the gOlld Nltur'W splrh of the in-

novwtor" they weret
Ho," different Is It1'OdayUlow dif(erent Is this w . going to' be with
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the new one year old
the channels? Wall.
now tend towards the FM tJF,....etII
being quite so cooperative. In many
ways the old pioneering spirit has
vanished. More wallies Bre now
channel than thera aver we"e'Dl'Oel.allf
lsatidn. I mean more percentage
considering the amount of breakers on
channel then and now. This winter will
b8 their first real test . This winter will
certainly prove or disprove the yalue of
CB to the W<!I/WSI and I for one loo~
ah.... ' with some epprehension to
those long rded-allolt drives to the
South COBst or to the' stMWs and trade
fairs of the ~
...

Emer
Me

.v

Rigs

~ are- In no way

r ". . . . .re8kar. wMI be pertal equip themselves whll"CBs
t"" sttalgllt forward mobiles or
w_ntnlf ~e m.W emergen.Cll rigs
currently 'Iv..,.... Thev will SIt off
"\1)hh that smalH:hunk 01 added securi&V
In tha glove COl1lllartrnent,,",,,,ingers
crossed and hoplng<4/1at"anrof 'he
things about CBer. that they read In
the
are as wtthout foun-

a

Public Relations.
.much, as I dislike the term Good
let's show people. the press in'-,.'''' -~ that properly used CB is a great
We can do that by saving a
and a few heertaches this
keep your CB on and \(our
and If somebody ",,"s
h ..I....'iv. it to them and tal~ ebout,it...
as you can afterward•• Aft aR
we are our own PubUc ft8lations officers and not too mllny;people wMI find
anything good to sav ebout CB if we
don'\"
The Editor would.... to hear
;eports from readers \IIIh(t.oo ""ped or
were helped by the use of CB Redlo this
winter. ~e tars only please.
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MARCH
FRIDAY

ISSUE WlU. BE ON SALE

18

FEBRUARY:
March is the month for mad hares
and those mad people from Britain' s
leading CB monthly are primed to
bring you a magnificent, majestic
magazine filled with a multitude of
mobiles together with a miscellany of
magical equipment. Don' t miss itl
Andy R. Gile., fresh from his
success as Santa Claus at a downtown store, explores the wonders of
his bastest Chrissy pressy. He's
turned on to Scanners in a big way
and tells you just what goes 0(1
inside and out of the BBarest 250.

The articles mentioned are in an advanced state of preparation
but circumstances may affect the final contents

Brian W . Wright, ageing breaker
and master of the frosted tubes

takes a Copperstik out and about.
Captain Pugwash jaws while the
Actual Ace draws I Together this
dutiful duo bring you the facts on an
unusual looking mobile antenna.
Chris Peterson is back on the
ball with the Wagner Bese Station
that looks as if it will do everything
except make the teal Mike Newbold
- the Medicman - will be delving
deeper into his bumper bundle of
QSL cards and give you the latest on

this ~xciting hobby. Smart Alec will
try Ut answer some more of your
posers and Little Key will be putting
together the second feature for
Junior Breakers and, if he can get
through the mountain of mail, inform
the lucky winners of the results of
the Battleship Competition .
There will be a feature .article,
the results of the crossword
competition and, of course, 01 ' Mack
the Hack will be rambling on about
something or other,
All of this and more for just 80p?
Can't be bad can it?

COMPETITION
Here it is, the competition to utterly
confound you - the competition that
is a real splitter of infinitives.
Remember Citizens ' Band brought you
Battleships and the easiest crossword
in the world? Yes sir this is the page
for invention and initiative - pit your
wits against the team that brought
you Shuttlecock A-Doodle-Do, the
creme de la creme of CB journalism Spot the Spot if you dare. Yes folks
somewhere on the time worn visage
of this young at heart ageing breaker
was a spot. a pimple of some ·
magnitude, a beauteroony of a facebound bunion long since removed by a
deft stroke of the surgeon' s knife. We
challenge you to put an X on the spot
vacated by the spot I
Binatone have entered into the
spirit of things by offering one of their
fine Long Ranger 40's to the breaker
who gets the nearest and we will
throw in a couple of runners up prizes
to the next to nearest spot spotters .
If you do not like to cut your mag
up - we know how precious they are
to you - then trace the facel Oh and
by the way anybody who happens to
know this good 01' breaker will have
no advantage . .. cos Kev moved the
spotl
Don' t fora . t th. nil...
No employees of ASP ere ellowed to enter (they have all
got spota before the eyes anywa y). All ent ries mus t be
here by second post Friday 18 th Febnlary. The Edito r's
decision is final. And, don' t forget you, name a nd ad·
dreu. Entries to Spot tha Spot competition. Chizens'
Band. ASP ltd, 14 5 Charing Cross Aoad, London WC2H
OEE.
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Over one hundred and fifty rigs and
twigs are listed in the following
pages. Remember to shop around for
the best buy as prices vary
considerably from retailer to retailer .
REMEMBER if you buy too cheaply
off a fly by night dealer you will have
problems if the rig breaks down.
CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1983

REMEMBER nicad batteries are the
best bet if you are working a
portable.
REMEMBER back numbers are
available at £1.25 from 513 London
Road Thornton Heath, Surrey
if you want to check up on a specific
rig report.
29

FM RiGC CKLiS
MOBILES

Listed here are
the currently
available mobile CB
RETAil
. PRI CE

On the following pages you will find listed just about all of the CB rigs
available for use on UKFM CB. We have split the reference section into three
parts; mobile base and portable to make individual rigs easier to find.
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It's much more fun
breaking from home

when the car's too cold
to start - and It saves

Why not get out and
about with a portable rig?
Not only Is It fun, there's
fresh air too.
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NTENNA CHECKLIST

The Home Office specs for CB antennas are lean and
bordering on the mean. Still within that basic framework
manufacturers have come up with some good designs. This
newly laid out antenna checklist should help you decide on
antenna for you!
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ANTENNA INC.
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Here's a brief introduction to the world of antennas and
what we tell you in our checklist.
my motto. A s long as it's not
over 1 .5 m. Otherw ise it's il·
legal. We tell you the exact
length,

your rig from the car. We tell
you which are which Mobile or
Base . A t t he moment the
number of mobile antennas far
outweigh the number of home

Cons truction
Maximum power
M ost mobile ante nnas are Th is is given as a guide only.
made of st ainless steel and The law allows for a maximum
most home based ones are two watts . However, th e
made of aluminium. Th is is not higher the maximum power
always the case though. There figure given the sturdier the
are fibre glass mobiles and antenna w ill be.
stainless st eel home based
antennas.
Type
Length
It's no use buying a home base
The longer the better is always antenna if you want to use

based ones. But there are more
and more home base antennas
coming onto the market. We' ll
keep you in touch.

Name
All ant ennas have a number or
name. Or both. Here we tell
you w hat it is.

Mount
The majority of mObile antennas are held in place by a
magnet - these are called
mag mounts. Others are attac hed by means of a clamp to
the boot or edge of th e roof .

Some are drill-through antennas which are ju st the same as
normal car radio aerials.
Home based antennas are
poles , tr ip od s o r g u tter
mounts. Tripods are free standing and gutter mounts are attached in a way similar to trunk
or bootm ounts.
Price

Here we use eight price bands.
The figure given is the recommended ret ail price. You may
get your antenna f or less, it
may even cost you more . We
just give a guide.

J(rmsl'rons £"'llLSTATESIDE TRADING LIMITED

The antenna that
OUTPERFORMS K40
in mobile tests in the USA

NOW IN THE UK!

HERE'S PROOF:
Armstrong is the
new leader!

24-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY
Arm st rong Industries, division of Mo nitor
Crystal Service Inc., warrants each new
product to be free from defects in material
and workmanship under no rm al use and service for a period of 24 months from delivery to
th e ultimate consumer.
For complete inf ormation, consult th e written
warranty of Armstrong In dustries.

TRIPLE GUARANTEE
1. The Armstrong Antenna will outperform
any equivalent antenna it replaces, or you will
receive a prompt, full refund from the
Armst rong deale r who sold it to yo u.
2. Gua ranteed satisfaction with 24-month
Lim ited Warranty.
3. Plu s, lifetime co il burn-out Guarantee.

COPPER PLATED (adds 1 DB gain) 17-7 PH
stainless steel. Tapered whip with static tip
- factory preset - minimum SWR. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SOLID MACHINED BRASS, triple chrome
plated for corrosion-free, attractive
appearance,

Molded NORYL - highest quality
engineering plast ic available - imperviou s
to elements,

All hardware is stainless
steel- WILL NOT RUST.

UN I-AXIS ball jOint tilts
full 45° in all direct ions
for perfect ve rtical
positioning,
IN-LINE
co nnector
simplifies
antenna
installation,

First truly hollow coil form - less th an
1% variance from antenna to antenna,
/

SpeCial h,igh strength low loss glass-filled
NORYL plastic, Heavy duty copper wire coil.
500 watts continuous operation rating 1000 watts intermittent operating rating,

I

'

i.

Silver, plated beryllium copper contact spring,
58-AU type cable 95% braid coverage sealed
against water and moisture,

n---_

SHUNT FED
coils for quieter
reception,

Solid machined brass, triple chrome plated
for corrosion-free, attractive appearance, ~

not the most expensive

JUST THE BEST!

AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD

SHOPKEEPERSI If you feel your customers deserve the best, tel. Tony King on (0952) 8 1

STATESIDE TRADING, AUDLEY AVENUE, NEWP
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Rig Check

We go walkabout with
the Long Ranger, a
rugged looking 40
channel portable, so it's
Hi Vo Binatone away, , ,

40

Bouncy
Binatone
C

itizens' Band Radios are a
bit like horses I Well not so
much the radios them
selves but their designs.
Some peopl e prefer the
sleekness of the ra cehorse while others mu ch prefer the quiet
bulky dignity of the shire horse - them
with the furry legs - and some prefer
the powerful and smart Western pony .
The design factor cannot please
everybody and it's reall y a :natter of
'horses for courses ' . If it goes like a good
'un, why worry?
.
The Binatone Long Ranger 40, In
comparison to the sleek plastic bodies?f
most hand helds, is big, chunky and a little garish . At least, that is the opinion of
reviewer - other breakers, of :ny
aquaintance fell in love with It at first
glance. So, let us put a tight rein on the
'small is beautiful' syndrome and take a
long, hard look at this forty channel portable.

The Rig

The case measures 58x80x
240mm - excluding projections - a~d
is quite a handful. Not heavy but solid.
Unlike its brother the Long Ranger 12,
which has a black facia , t~e front p~nel
is a shiny, silvered plastic and a Ilt~le
flashy with black faced knobs and SWitches . The back and the bulk of the case
is in green metal .
The facia comprises of a speaker
and mike combined at the top with a red
LEO channel indicator at the base. A
central panel houses the main controls
and these are, from top to bottom, an
on/off/volume control situated next to a
very effective squ~lch. control. The
channel selector sWitch IS placed centrally on the panel with. the channel
numbers indicated clearly In ~Iack. Bottom left is the attenuator sWitch and for battery conservation - a channel
display on/off switch . Right hand bot-

tom isa green RX LED and a red TX LED .
On the right hand side of the main
casing is a panel containing sockets for
external jacks 80hm extension
antenna - mains adaptor and battery
charge sockets . The PTT - push to talk
button - is situated on the left hand

side . The battery box at the base. opened with a coin, houses ten nleads or
eight ordinary cells. Two dummy cells
are provided for the change ov er. The
antenna. is in stainless steel and made
up of twelve sections, measuring a full
1.5M, it tops off the whole package. A
separate earpiece is provided for the
benefit of those around you who do not
want to listen in on your chatter. The
whole kit and kaboodle can be carried
around in the black carrying case supplied .
The handbook is better than
average with a nice little section on do' s
and don'ts

On Test
Loaded with a set of fully charged
nicads the Long Ranger 'busted out all
over ' , Three miles, living room to living
room - hand held to base station,
presented no problems and the copy

was clear . The volume of the RX - with
the control set at halfway - was more
than adequate. TX was reported from
several stations as being ' loud and clear'
at 7 + pounds. This dropped marginally
w hen using portable to portable but
reports were still very good. Out in the
open, away from the bricks and mortar
these portable copies improved. The
squelch fine tuned easily and removed
the rubbish that was around at the time
ofthetest.

RIG REVIEW DATA PANEL
Modal
Long Ranger .40
Distributor
Binatone
Typical Prica £59.95

V.,

Feature'

PA Foclllty

••
•
•

External Speaker Jack
TX Indicator Light

Conclusion

RX Indicator Light

The Long Ranger may not be as
sleek as some of the competition but the
metal casing , acting as a ground plane
with the body, does seem to give a
boost to the performance . You also get a
feeling that the rig will stand up to some
rugged usage in or out of its carrying
case .
Definitely one for the short list and
at £59 .95 it compares favourably to
rigs offering a similar performance.
Our thanks to Binatone for supply·
ing the sample tested which , is now, offered to some lucky breaker as a prize in
this month's competition.

PA Indicator Light
S/ RF Meter
HI/Lo Power Switch
ANL / NB Switch
CH9 Switch
Variable RF Ga in
Mike Gain
Oelta Tune
Tone Control
LEO Channel Readout

Cl
Facllltle,

No

•

••
••
•••
•
t~
, g 'i
.
••
••
•
•

'.
~

Ea,e Of Controll
Built In Sp.aker
Microphone Location
Cabinet Construction
Quality Of Control Swltchel

g

Channel Indicator Raadlbillty
Mounting Bracket
Hand Bookllnltructlons

SpacHlc.tlon,
Moda, Of Operation
No. Of Channel'

FM Only
40

Wolght
Dlmen,lon,
Supply Voltage
RF Outpu't Powar
Frequency Stability
Swamping

Son,ltlvlty (RX)
.Spurloul Emllllonl

58x 80x2 40mm
12VDC
4 watt
In spec
Good
In spec
In spec

VERDI
Range
Clarity of TX
Clarity of RX
Ease Of Controls

XXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Ease Of Inltal/ation
Performance

XXXX

We rate our samples on a scale
of one to five . Five stars is
the highest rating. three and
four stars are good to average
and one and two stars mean
it's not doing so well.
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Both binders and annual
subscriptions to Video
Today can be purchased
using your Access or
Barclaycard - or you can
pay bl cheque or
posta order If
you prefer - In
which case you
should of course
enclose your
remittance with
the order form.

Cut out end POlt to:

VIDEO TODAY,
613 LONDON ROAD , THORNTON HEATH, SURREY,
ENGLAND.

N.:~;~::~::/:I:~~ ~~~I~~~. ~~.~ ~~~~~~~. ~~ t. ~~~.~~' .. . .
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delete accordingly

Add'.... . . ................ .... , . .. , . .. . , . ..... .. . ........ ..
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. .... . .. .. ..... , .............. .. ........... ..... ........... .
Slgn.tur. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .. Oltl ... . .. . • .... ,
Tick •• appropriate

o
o

Pi •••••• nd .. . . , Video TodlY Blndlrl I t £4 .25 Ilch.
Pi •••• comm.nc. my In nUll Iublcrlptlon to Vldlo
Tod.y with the ............ . . .. (month) '"UI. UK
Iublcrlptlon rat. II £1' .• . Overseas £1 6.60 or £39.50 airmail.

Totel COlt of order £ . ... . .. .

o I I nclo.. I

chequI/poltal ordlrllntlrnltlonll monlY
ordlr mid. PlYlbl1 to Vldlo TodlY.

o Dlblt my Acclu / Blrcll yclrd·
(' delete" necewry)

~

_
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~
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MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME
If you order goods from Mail
magaz ine and pay by post in
publication will consider you
advertiser should become
provided:

Order Advertisers In this
advance of delivery, this
for compensation if the
insolvent or bankrupt,

1. You have nol received the goods or had your money
returned ; and
2. You write to Ihe publisher of this publication explainIng the position not earlier than 28 days from the day
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us .
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim
and what evidence of payment is required .
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in
accordance with the above procedure as soon as
possible after the ad vertiser has been declared bankrupt
or insolvent to a limit of £1 ,800 per annum for anyone
ad vertiser, so affected , and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of
all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher
amounts , or when th e above procedures have not been
complied with , at the d iscret ion of this publication, but
we do not guarantee to do so in vi ew of the need to set
some limit to this comm itment and to learn quickly of
reader's difficulties.

Please mention

when replying
to all
Adverts

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in
direct response to an ad vertisement in this magazine
(not, for example, pa yments made in response to catalogues , etc, received as a result of answering such
ad vert isements) :
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED.
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This month Good 01' Mack takes a
look at the horizontal and comes up
with an interesting use for one of
those wire coat hangers that clutter
up the wardrobe. . .

cB

in this country is following the
same road that other countries
seem to have taken in the past. So
maybe we can look at foreign CB
systems and glimpse our future .
The great novelty of CB has worn
thin for many and breakers have turned to other interests. I
am not surprised to hear of the closing of other CB mags as
this also happened in other countries where only the few
survived. CB on this island is limited once you have decided
upon and obtained what you believe to be the best rig and
installed a legal type antenna. Many people get the urge to
try and improve the performance of their equipment. There
is not a lot one can do at present to ones antenna as the law
limits us to what can be used and how high they should be
mounted .
A few issues ago I mentioned that the authorities
could be taking action against people who use illegal
antennas, but rumour now has it that they have changed
their minds . It seems that complaints of TVI through the
fault of legal installation is increasing, the reason for this is
that antennas mounted at the legal height put them in line
with domestic TV antennas. I am also led to believe that the
regulation base loaded 1 % metre whip antenna is not the
best design forthe 11 metre band . It is claimed that helicals
are more efficient and cause less interference. So could we
see the restrictions on antennas lifted in the future? That
would certainly give us more scope for a better antenna
system.
Back in the naughty days of illegal CB many of those
who used home base stations delved into building
'disguise' antennas. Many stations used to hide antenna
systems in the garden trees or up the side of the house . As
the number of illegal breakers grew many purchased Silver
rods , GPs, or Sigmas and these were installed in open view
on chimney stacks. Why people did this baffles me . Were
they very foolish or brave in the fact that they were
advertising that they had CB. Many home base stations
would experiment with antennas and it was during these
experiments that long wire antennas were used in a
horizontal mode.
It' s a well known fact that the longer you can make
your antenna the more effective it becomes. The reason
that we don't use longer antennas on mobiles is obvious,
even home base verticals are limited to % or 'Ye wave
because of length. If one has the space a horizontal
antenna in the form of a long wire or dipole can easily be a
full wave. The advantages of a horizontal antenna are that
you eliminate the hash that you would find working
vertically - plus you will, and I repeat, will get out further.
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The disadvantage is that although you will be able to work
stations mobile or base with vertical antennas your signals
will be lower. But if you work other stations using
horizontal you will be suprised at the difference in
increased's' points obtained. If you are still not convinced,
ask yourself why most beam antennas are worked in the
horizontal plane I If I have whetted your appetite and you
want to know more about long wire antennas most
Amateur Radio books explain the whys and wherefores.
Finally don 't forget the cost. The chances are that it
could cost you nothing as I am sure you could find 11
metres of wire knocking about. Could horizontal FM
working catch on I If enough people take the effort to erect
a long wire and experiment it will. What about the
authorities and the legal aspect you may askl Well look at
all the GPs, silver rods and such . How much notice do the
authorities take of these unless of course the owners are
causing interference . But as I said before changes could
soon be made.
Did you read in one of the national newspapers the
article about some evil people with CB who are arranging
eyeballs with young female breakers and luring the to
isolated places with wicked intentions in mind - it's
always the bad side of CB that makes the papers, - in reply
to this came a statement from Sir Patrick Wall MP, who
said that, when, the culprits are caught their licences will
be revoked. What a stupid comment, as if these villians
would have a licence and if they did would taking it away
stop them from using CB.
And yet another bit of friendly advice. Many breakers
are getting stopped for using hand mikes whilst mobile and
are being pinched for dangerous driving or driving with
undue care and attention. Those of you who do use hand
mikes must agree that it can be dangerous, I myself have
had some nasty experiences so I will now only use a mobile
mike whilst driving. If you can afford it there are some good
ones on the market, but a little forethought on your part will
show that there are many ways you can safely modulate
whilst mobile.
Those mikes that clip on to the sun visor with a switch
attached to the gear stick can be built for a couple of
pounds if you are handy with a soldering iron or, why not
buy secondhand cheap mike and with a few modifications
like replacing the PTT switch with a toggle switch and
hanging the lot around your neck with the aid of a wire coat
hanger. But make sure that the cable does not obstruct the
steering wheel. 'Diy Ed ' how about some designs for
mobile mikes or a competition for the best idea. Well take
care when mobile and don't get bitten by the bears, you
have been warned.

CB
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Antenna
Review

Manufacturers are
continually surprising us
with their efforts to
provide antennas that,
while conforming to
spec, stretch that spec
to the very limits. Brian
W. Wright looks at the
latest item ...
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ost breakers with limited
antenna space are usually

M

content. at first, to use
makeshift antennas -

very often in the bedroom
or somewhere similar.
Once over the initial nove lty of ratcheting to th e fairly local breakers, (or
maybe simply because the DV 27
keeps falling over when they have
eaten all of the biscuits in the tin it was
on) they look for something better. The
original space restriction will probably
rule out many good antennas mainly
because of the room required for the
ground plane elements. If space is your
problem or you just want a home base
aerial that is not too large the Heli-pole
base station adapter, from CB Services
(Herrogate), fitted with a suitable
mobile antenna , could well be what
you are looking for .
The Heli-pole is not a complete
antenna in itself but a rather unusual
groundplane on which to mount any
mobile antenna with a %" 24 T.P.1.
mounting thread. It is obvious from this
that the performance will be affected
by the type of antenna fitted to the
Heli-pole. The aerial fitted for the purpose of our tests, was the fairly efficient looking Detonator mobile antenna, also provided by CB services. Comments on tuning and performance will
therefore be mainly related to the Helipole and Detonator combination and
may differ with various antennas.
This base station adaptor consists
firstly of a short horizontal tube or
boom one end of which fits into either a
wall mounting bracket or a mast mounting bracket, both are provided. The
other end of this tube fits to a plasti c insulator. The coax is connected to a
socket in the insulator using a PL 259
plug which is completely covered from
the weather by the mounting boom.
The feeder cable runs along the inside
of the boom and out of the end where it

can be f ixed down the wall or mast as
is appropriate. In the top of the insulator is a female %# 24 T.P.1. antenna
mounting thread. Out of the bottom of
the main insulator there is first a short
length of tube, then a small insulator,
then a longer tube . A large aluminium
coil about 300mm diameter consisting
of 1 Y2 turns is then clamped to the
lower tubes bridging across the small
insulator. The instructions say that the
lower end of the coil should be about
1 50mm below the small insulator to
start with, but it is not clear where the
top end should be. The coil end clamps
on the test sample were too large and
would not hold onto the tubes. These
both had to be packed with metal
strips. The mobile antenna simply
screws into the threaded bos s on the
top of the main insulator.

SWR
Although it is never easy to tune an
untuned home base antenna , because
of the physical difficulty in reaching it,
the SWR adjustment is relatively simple on the Heli-pole. This is done by
loosening the lower clamp on th e large
coil and sliding it up or down the lower
pole . If the coil has to be stretched too
far down the pole then the whip has to
be shortened as for mobile tuning. The
whip would naturally require lengthening if a low SWR was not obtained
with the coil closed up to the top of
the lower pole . When the Detonator
was fitted to the Heli-pole, about
50mm had to be cut off the whip. Adjustment of the coil then brought the
SWR down t o less than 1.1 : 1 on
channel 20 and slightly over 1 .2 : 1
on 1 and 40 .

On Test
We mounted our test sample on the
wall of the house at about the legal
height for 4 Watts. The test pattern
obtained was therefore a bit lopsided
CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1983

SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Heli-pole

Type
Length
Frequency Range
Max Power Handling
Impedance
Cable Supplied
Mounting Details
Supplier
Typical Price

Base station antenna adaptor
1-4m plus antenna
27-28 MHz

500hm
None
Wall or pole mounted
CB Services (Harrogate)
£12.50
.'

where the signal had to pass immediately through the house. A more symmetrical pattern should be obtained if
the antenna is mounted on a mast in
the open. However, we considered
this to be a realistic test as the antenna is likely to be mounted in this manner in many instances . The performance was quite good, especia ll y in
the direction away from the mounting
wall and a reasonably clear copy was
maintained even on the bad or wall
side.
Instructions are rather poor consisting of a small printed sheet
without diagrams. When assembling
antennas, as with most things , the old
saying - a picture speaks a thousand
words - is still true.
Construction of the Heli-pole is
generally quite good, the only
criticisms being the size of the coil end
clamps and the nuts and screws in the
clamps being un plated mild steel! The
Detonator mobile antenna used, is
very well constructed, having a black
sleeved 350mm long spirally wound
coil with al. 5 metre taper ground
stainless whip. Coil fittings are solid
brass.

Conclusion
In conclusion , the Heli-pole is a useful
groundplane assembly. Combined
with a Detonator, fitted and wa ll
mounted, it has a medium to good performance . Mounted clear of obstructions it should perform even better.
Brief tests with four other antennas
fitted, indicated consistent performance and tuning. With plated or stainless clamp bolts, the Heli-pole should
stand up to the British climate without
any trouble. Priced at £12 . 50, repre sents good value, (Detonator price
also £ 12.501.
Our thanks to CB Services for providing the samples tested .

CB
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REVIEW VERDICT
Installation XXXX
Instructions XX
Con~truction
Value
XXX X
rate our samples on a scale of one to five. Five stars is excellent, four stars is
three stars good to average and one or two stars mean it' s not dOing

Performance
SWR Adjustment

XXXX
XXXX
XXX

The Tests
We have used out standard procedure to assess the efficiency of this antenna.
Just to bring new readers up to date this involves two tests; one static and one
mobile . Out test sample is fitted to a stationary mobile and a second mobile follows
a pre-arranged route that orbits the stationary test vehicle , sending and receiving
signal reports at measured intervals. This is then repeated with the test antenna on
the mobile test vehicle and the signals are sent and received between a stationary
vehicle . A standard rig and antenna is used in all the tests . With the results obtain ed we are able to draw up the radiation pattern shown here. This is simplified to
make the results more easily understood . The antenna is also subjected to a series
of 'lab ' tests to assess their durability, quality and construction , ete and finally we
hand it over to a panel of CBers for comment.
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FROM CB TO
------------ ,.

Busy channels. Wallies.
HO regulations and DXing have all contributed to
the growing interest of
CBers into the field
of Amateur Radio.
Here David Saul
G4EKZ introduces
you to the
world of the
Ham! ...

lli
t

~

here's no doubt about it,
when it came to legalising CB
the Government was less
t h an e n thusiastic . Considerable pressure was
brought to bear before
anything was done, and the CB law that
has resulted is seen by many people as
being very restrictive. Why is this? Did
the Government set out just to spoil
everybody's fun , or was there a better
reason? One reason is undoubtedly this;
the Government knew that for anyone
with a deep interest in radio communication, there already existed an alter-

T

native.
CB is simply a personal two-way
radio service, and its intended range is
no more than a few miles. By putting stringent limits on transmitter power, aerial
height and ERP, the Government has
made sure that CB w ill not develop into
anything bigger. So what is the alter-
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native? What about the breaker who
wa nts to play about with more powerful
rig s and fancy antennas? What happens, dare I say it, when the novelty of
chatting to a breaker a few miles down
the road wears off, and the idea of ta lk-'
ing to someone in the USA, or even
Austral ia, seems a bit more exciting?

'Hamateur' Radio!
The answer to these questions has been
around for a long time, long before CB
was even a twink le in some trucker' s
eye. Amateur Radio or 'Ham Radio' as non Hams call it - cou ld be what you
are looking for .
Radio Amateurs have been in long
distance right from the start, it was
Amateurs who showed that worldwide
radio communication was even possi ble. What's more , Amateur Rad io, particularly in this country, has always had
the blessing of the Government. The
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far more reward ing to operate than a
commercia l rig.
On the operating side there are
awards and contests to aim for, paints
may be awarded for countries worked or
for QSO distances. Some Amateurs enjoy rag -chew ing w ith friends either
locally or across the world , others spend
hours chasing rare OX stations in the
more obscure parts of the world.

Licensing
The essence of Amateur Radio, as
specified in the licence, is the 'selftraining in communication by wireless
telegraphy', This could be roughly
translated as 'playing about with radio'.
There are two types of Amateur
licence in the UK; the class A licence
which allows operation on all bands and
the use of morse, and the class B which
is limited to the bands above 70 MHz.
Some Amateurs start off w ith a class B
licence and later pass the morse test
necessary for class A, All Amateurs
have a ca ilsign which must be used on
the air, and identifies the country and
type of licence, eg G4EKZ; G means
England and 4 a class A licence. The last
three letters are unique to that station.
To get a licence it is necessary to
pass the Radio Amateur Examination RAE - and for a class A, a Post office
morse test. The RAE is a multiple choice
type exam covering basic radio theory
and licence conditions. It is held in May
and November in many towns, and loca l
co lleges often run evening cou rses. The
exam is not intended to put people off , it
just ensures that they are genuinely interested in Amateur Radio and are able
to operate their rigs lega lly. To pass the
morse test you must be able to send and
receive at 12 words per minute. This is
not as difficult as some people think,
plenty of practice, and li stening to slow
transmissions on the air w ill bring you up
to standard.

All photographs of amateur radio equipment were kindly supplied by lowe Elect ronics Limited and represent a sample of
the eq uipment available from them.
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Amateu r law encourages experimentation and inter-continental communica tions - the regulations are far more flexible than those for CB
There are several m illion Radio
Amateu rs around the world, including
over 30,000 in the UK, Only a handful
of countries ban Amateur Radio, and a
listen around the bands revea ls a surprising number of Amateur stations
from behind the Iron Curtain.
What can Amateurs do that CBers
can 't, and what should you do if you are
interested in find ing out more?
For a start, Radio Amateu rs in th is
country have a choice of 1 9 frequency
bands - two of which were added this
year by internationa l agreement. These
bands range from near t he mediumwave broadcast band, through the
short-wave bands - where 27 MHz sits
- up into the VHF range, on up past
934 CB and into the microwaves -
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from DC to light! Amateurs may use
various types of modulation; 5SB most popular on the lower frequency
bands - CW - morse - FM on VHF,
and AM which is now almost extinct.
More exotic types of transmission include radio teletype - RTTY - and
slow-scan television SSTV.
Transmitter power is lim ited to 1 50 W
output on most bands, and when it
comes to antennas it 's the neighbours
and local planning authority who will
decide what is too big. The field is wide
open for experimentation. Amateur
satellites are available to any Amateur
with suitable equipment, and techniques such as trap a-scatter, meteorscatter and bouncing signa ls off the
moon, have all been tried and tested by
Amateurs. Ready built rigs are the most
popular, but anyone who wants to have
a go w ith a soldering iron w ill find a
home-brew transm itter fun to build, and

There are Amateur Radio Clubs in most
towns and these are all under the
auspicies of the Radio Society of Great
Britain - RSGB, The RSGB offers many
services to Amateu rs, including a QSL
card bureau - this saves on postage of
sending ca rds individually - books and
a monthly magazine. More importantly
the RSGB respresents Amateurs in
negotiations with the Home Office and
internationally through the International
Amateu r Radio Union. 'A Guide t o
Amateu r Radio' is a good book for fin ding out a bit more about the subject.
This and other RSGB books can often be
found in local libraries. The RSGB will
send you more information if you send
them an SAE to the address below ,

Follow Up
If you're interested then why not give
Amateur Radio a try. After getting your
toes wet with CB it cou ld be just the
hobby that you' re looking for.
Radio Society of Great Britain,
35 Doughty Street,
London, WC1 N 2AE,
(Please send large stamped addressed
envelope,)

CB
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HAM INTERNATIONAL
SUPERSTAR
SIRTEL
KENWOOD
YAESU
F.D.K.
ToNNA

WELZ
DAIWA
KENPRO
HIRCHMANN
TONO
KATSUMI
ROTORS

NEW IDEA LIMITED
C.B. AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
133, FLAXLEY ROAD, STECHFORD,
BIRMINGHAM 33, UNITED KINGDOM
TELEPHONE: 021-784 3129

SUPERSTAR 360 FM. 40 channels FM with optional S.S. B. Th e Bees Knees of 11 metre
transceivers. £195.00 Access or Barclaycard.
ELECTRONICA Special 5 / 8 wave OX antenna gets the co ntacts others miss. Only £29.90
COMMTEL 'Starduster Type' AR23. Ideal for those with li mited space. Good OX or local.
£15.90
COMMTEL 'Sil ver Rod Type' AR4. Sti ll one of the best. We ll proven design. Ideal for FM OX)
£15.90
BRITISH 1.0 AMP P.S.U. Conforms to B.S. 4435. Ideal for 2 metre, linear use £37.90
KENWOOD TS830M. Possibly the best transceiver for th e amateur bands. (Oth er
frequencies avai lable if you have th e licence?) £649.00
KENWOOD TS530S £490.00

REPAIR & SERVICING
KENWOOD
For the non approved "Trio" stockist. We have ful service faci lity & spare parts. For th e
"Young Man" buying a KENWOOD they do not break easi ly. Our KENWOOD equipm ent is
as good as any eq uipment. Enough said!
Repairs to S.S.B., AM, FM rigs carried out, mods etc. If you cannot get to us, put it in the post
or Secu ri cor. Fast turn ro und.
If you want us to post to you allow for postage or Securicor. See you soon .
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A lot of readers havEf
put pen to paper agairl
this month and here we
select the few from the
many ...

Light in the Darkness
Dear CB,
Rainmaker 's last article certainly
brought some CB problems to light,
but his area is Heaven compared to
what I and many other breakers have
to contend with,
Often travelling second man in a
CB equipped truck, I can say that a lot
of Scotlands CB operators and, in·
deed, a lot of English breakers need a
lesson in decency. No one needs
endless repetitions of slang on the one
four or for that matter anywhere else
on the 37 conversation channels. In
my area people key mikes, play music,
swear and even do 'abnormal' things
like have sensible conversations although these are now rare.
Junior Breake rs are only partly to
blame and perhaps, if adults on CB

were t o set a better example, the kids
would not muck about so much.
CB has been legal for one yea r
and 25 days as I write this letter and a
lot of water has passed under the
bridge and a lot of breakers have
drowned in it, maybe CB will improve
with time but at the moment it is a
useless waste of money, a total farce.
I hope it improves.
James L. Miller
Fife

Mayday Nayday
Dear CB,
Early this morning I tried to get assistance by using Channel 9, I always
understood that this was manned 24
hours a day, I could get nothing at all
from it , I put out a 'Mayday' call on
Channel 14 again-nothing . I even tried
to call ' Breaker on the side' that I had a
Mayday call but no one wou ld answer.
One of the reasons for getting a CB
was, so that, in an emergency I would
be able to call assistance. In the-end I
had to walk to the nearest working call
box and dial 999. Had I been able to
call Police a lot of time would have
been saved - luckily a dog saved the
man's life. An earlier ca ll would have
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made things so much better, what is
the point in having an Emergency
Channel when you can't get a reply
from it? How many other people have
been in danger in such circumstances?
Yours shocked at lack of help.
Eric M Stanhope
Melton Mowbray

Thanks for your letter Eric - we
would be interested to know what
part the dog played in this rescue.

Two's Company ...
Dear CB,
I have read in you r magazine, many
times, about DX on FM but as yet I
have not heard of anyone who has
cop ied the same OX station twice (Ah
the immortal words that make young
Joan in the CB post room tremble!).
On July 11th ' 82 I copied a
Whiskey Delta from Aberdeen, this
being my first OX I was thrilled. I
received a QSL card confi rming the
copy. One month la ter, on the 21 st
August I copied Golf Delta a member
of the sam e family. It was great and
certainly made my weekend. I ca n
only hope that I can copy them for a
lucky third time.
Tim Beaumont
Warwickshire

We'll keep our fingers crossed for you
Cosmo!

One for the Road
Dear CB,
I read with interest Smart Alec's reply
to a letter from a person enquiring
about the pro's and con's of two
antennas on his vehicle. I thought that
I would let you know of my own experience with one Half Breed twig.
I recently spent a holiday in Italy
and had twelve OX copies from back
in the UK using a Half Breed mounted
centrally on my boot lid. I had only 12
Watts using a NATO 2000 on SSB ....
(not that you would know anything .....,.
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about that - your words!). One copy I
made was a trucker in Wa les who was
using twin Half Breeds.
I hope that this letter will help to
show that one good antenna will do
the job and, incidentally, antenna
wise, it is a legal twig .
Streaky Bacon
Penzance
Passed that info on to SA and he
passes back his thanks Streakyl

little girllor select a child locally). This
is NO T an appeal for more.
MONEY, that cannot be returned
to the sender, should be donated to
Cancer Research, as requested by
Paul's parents, or a local children's
home.
GIFTS and TOYS,. it is suggested,
cou ld be donated to local Childrens'
Homes or Hospitals. .
Any other items or correspon·
dence can be disposed of as thought
fit by each Club involved .
We hope that this information will
help to clear up the confusion, and re·
assure breakers that they were not be·
ing ' taken for a ride'. NOBODY has
ever asked for money on this appeal,
only Eyeball, OSL and Club Cards, but
the response is typical of the 'Good
Buddies' prineiple that runs through
the CB channels.
If any fttrther information is re·
quired, NATCOLlBAR, which is a NATIONAL Organisation, can be con·
tacted through the area co·ordinators
or the secretary at the address below.
Steve Donohue,
Admin Secretary,
NA TCOLCIBAR,
430 Westwood, Windmill Hill,
Runcorn WA7 6lL.

Meal 'n' Wheel
NATO 2000

Appeal -

No Hoax

Dear CB,
NATCOlCIBAR have been investigating the appeal for 'Little Buddy',
'Paul', and 'Kingfisher' etc. in Scot·
land, which was reported in the press
as a hoax. From in form ation we have
received from Scotland, it is clear that
this was a very genuine appeal, but
through the well·meant but over·
zealous good nature of CBers nation·
wide, it snowballed until it became
confusing and suspicious.
The appeal was started in June
and was for a genuine 'Eyeball' and
'QSl' card collection for a nine year
old, Paul, with terminal cancer. Owing
to the over·whelming response from
breakers, and ordinary people, Paul's
parents became distressed by the un·
wanted publicity, and naturally 'went
underground'. Paul has since died and
the appeal was closed on 2nd October.
However, there are still many clubs in
the U.K. holding cards, gifts and other
correspondence in this respect, and
the following advice had been given to
us by Scotland:
EYEBALL, OSL, and CB CLUB CARDS
ONL Y may be sent to the secretary,
OilMAN ,
Fo refront CB Breakers Club,
Fish Cross, AllOA.
Where they will be sorted and
made up into a collection for Mandy,
' Dadd y's Girl' a mentally handicapped
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Dear CB,
I am writing on behalf of the CB forthe
Guildford and District Disabled.
We are hoping to hold a Charity
Night at the Lakeside Country Club,
Frimley, with a meal and a cabaret.
Tickets are to be priced at £ 12 .00 a
head and no date as yet has been set.
Any reader who feels he would like to
support this venture or who would like
further information please contact The
Secretary, J. Sommerville, The Chase,
Guildford Park, Guildford, Surrey, or
me, at the address below.
Brian Warner
50 lime Grove
Bellfields Est.
Guildford .

CBA, .. R U There?
Dear CB,
Keith Townsend, in the name of the
Citizens Band Association, seems to
have got the right idea in the article November '82 - but it' s a pity it' s not
their own. This article is very similar to
a Natcolcibar press release dated the
6th July 1982 and the parliamentary
working party's press release dated
10th June 1982.
As for the CBA meeting the Home
Office, this is perfectly true but the
AAD were under the impression that
the CBA represented over one million
breakers IThey now know better!. Th e
Home Office are at this moment
meeting with the representatives from
Natcolcibar who do represent
thousands of breakers. It's about time
the CBA stopped deluding the media,

you, the breakers and themselves and
went back to flogging FM rigs, or acting as politicians in party politics.
lan M Perry
Chairman SLAB 27
Kent
Any reply from the CBA would, of
course, be welcome.

In the Beginning
Dear CB,
May I correct the impression you gave
in your first CB Mag .tCB World issue?
CB World was actually started in Oec
1980 by IPC's then publishing director Gordon Henderson. Brian Chal·
mers· Hunt (The Scribe) only arrived on
the scene in June 1981 from Commercial Motor. Please don't underplay
the part that IPC played in the legalisation campaign since when national
institutions such as IPC, your predecessors Modmags and WH Smiths
started distributing CB publications,
the Home Office resistance to any
form of personal radio service started
to crumble .
Isn't it about time the legalisation
handle was cranked once again? It's
been over a year now and we've still
got these funny 1.5 metre twigs and
FM only and still no CEPTI FCC channels.
Richard Town
London
Impression corrected and thanks.

REACT Reaction!
Dear CB,
I have re cently been appointed County
Co·Ordinator for Oxfordshire.
last winter much valuable work
was done by Channel 9 monitors in
this area but there are many parts of
the county where there is no organ·
ised monitoring service . There is in
fact only one ' REACT' team in the
county . I am anxious that other teams
should be operating before this winter
sets in .
May I appeal through your
magazine for anyone interested in this
service to the community, to contact
m e at the above address, when I wi ll
do all I can to assist them in setting up
a 'REACT' team in their area .
Mr W TullV
REACT
8 The Croft
West Hanney
Nr. Wantage
Oxon OX 12 OLD
Yes Sir you well.

you may

and we wish

CB

Letters intended for publication should
be addressed to : Backchat. Citizens '
Band, 145 Charing Cross Road, london WC2H OEE. Letters not containing
a name and address will not be con·
sidered for publication.
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It was Groucho Marx
who said 'I don't care to
belong to any social
organisation which would
accept me as a member'.
It was Chris Adam-Smith
who said 'If there's a free
drink going, I'll join.'

Two days is a long time. I mean, you
could just about fly round the world in
two days. You could play sixteen full
soccer matches - as long as you
ignored half-t ime . You cou ld even boil
960 eggs - one after another. Best of
all, if you wanted to raise some cash
for charity, you cou ld talk on the air for
48 hours - like some breakers from
West bury in Wiltshire.

Westbury FM Breakers Club
Back in September we held a 48
hour OX link·up. We did it to raise
money for the Bath Cancer Unit which is close to where we live.
The CB operators manned their
transmitters in a caravan - complete
with lattice tower and 1 8 foot dipole
- on the White Horse Hill near
Westbury, 770 feet above sea level.
We talked for a total of 48 hours nonstop, the object being to contact
operators in other parts of the country

CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1983

as far away and as numerous as
possible. On completion of a contact
the operator was asked if he would like
to make a small donation for the
charity - and on receipt of a donation
a special QSL card was sent back.
The total number of contacts was
1,082 . they were as far away as
Plymouth, Mid-Wales, London and
Scotland.
On Sunday 14th November at th e
club eyeball at the Labour Club, Mr
Chris Norman, chairman of the appeals
committee for the Bath Cancer Unit
was presented with a cheque for
£405 by Margarst Shields, the club
chairperson. We now hope to make
the linkup an annual even.
DJ Sheilds,
Westbury FM Breakers Club,
clo 42 Studland Park,
Westbury,
Wilts BA 13 3HL
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The news from Nottinghamshire is that ·
the bad Sheriff is dead - the Castle
Town Junior Breakers rule ...

Castle Town Junior Breakers
Club
The Castle Town Junior Breakers
Club was formed for the benefit of all
the young breakers between the ages
of 5 years to 1 5 years, in the Newark
area . It enabled them to come to the
club and register their Handles and also
to meet other young breakers that
they ta lk to in safety. The club is also a
youth club with an adult and junior
committee, the club meets twice a
month. They have an eyeball (discol
and also a games evening, normally
they meet on a Friday evening
between 6.30pm and 1 O.OOpm at St
Augustines Hut. Newton Street
Newark.
Of course nothing comes free so
th e young breaker who joins the club
has to pay a membership fee of 1 Op a
year and also 25p on the night at the
door. All money is channelled back into
the club for the young breakers, it
enables the Adu lt and Junior

Committee to buy games and also
enables th e young breakers to have a
Christma s party . Also just recently it
enables the committe to buy records
and light s for the A.L. Disco, which is
owned by the C.T.J.B.C . It was
agreed that the Disco be lent out to
any other youth clubs for a small
donation. Also the Disco is being hired
out for parties and dances for a
nominal fee . Of course, not all the
money was raised on the membership
and entrance fees, a lot was raised by
sponsored walks and a sponsored
pram push from Skegness to Newark.
The club has now been going for
five months and in that time we have
got a membership of just over one
hundred and sixty members. On the
first night we had a total of sixty
members, and of course the number
just grew to the present number. Every
meeting the club has there are always
new members starting with us . After
about two months of existence the
two committees decided to have
competitions w ith the winner receiving
his or her own cup for the particular
competition.
For the first five months of this
club the committee has come to the
conclusion that it is a great success,
and also it will become a greater
success in the months to come. It has
not all been smooth riding, but then
what ever is? Next year we hope to do
more for charity, as we think this will
give us a good name in the local
community . We will write to your
magazine and let you know about
anything that we think is important for
the club.

Bradford Bound
Finally there' s an invitation from West
Yorkshire, Bradford to be precise. The
Kilo Bravo Breakers have thrown down
the gauntlet to any club who will take
them on at anything. Or perhaps just
an exchange visit. The man to contact
if you fancy a trip to Yorkshire is Mr L
Carter, 89 Buttershaw Drive,
Buttershaw, Bradford, BOB 3RZ, West
Yorkshire.

CB

The Secretary,
Castle Town Junior Breakers Club,
1, Manthorpe Way,
Balderton,
Newark
Notts.
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From the past it came, growing daily, striking terror into the hearts of lesser publications, and spreading its influence across
the country in its quest to infiltrate every town, every home, every mind.
Not a horror story, but a success story. And if electronics theory strikes terror into you, then you need the help of Electronics - It's Easy . Originally a long-running series in Electronics Today International, Electronics - It's Easy was printed
as a set of three books. They sold out. It was reprinted as a single volume. It sold out. Now this phenominally successful
publication is available again, in its third reprint. Electronics - It's Easy is a comprehensive and simply-written guide which
explains the theory (and me practice) of electronics step by step. Every aspect of the subject is covered, starting with the
basic principles and working through to the how and why of today's technology.
You can obtain your copy of Electronics - It's Easy by mail order using the coupon below. Make cheques or postal orders
payable to ASP Lld; alternatively you may pay by Access or Barclaycard .

r Sendto-:-SalesOffice(Sp;;;,ialsl, - - - - - - l
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd ,
I
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. I
Please send me .... . copies of Electronics 1
It's Easy. I have enclosed E..... . (£4 .95 each 1
including p&p).
1
NAME .................. . . . .... . ....................... 1

1

ADDRESS ............... . .... . . ...... .... .. .. .......... 1
.......... 1

........... ........... ......... ... ..... .... .... ......... I1
Plea8e debit my account
I
My Aces.. ' Barc laycard No. is . . . . . • • . . . . .. . . . • . . . • . . . . .. I
... . ..................... . . . ...• , ....... . ..... I
LSignature
____________________
~

Having trouble getting hold of your copy of Which Video? If
you are, then a swift word In your newsagent's ear will secure a
regular supply of our wonderful magazine.
However, If you're addicted to the merry thump of post through
the letterbox then you might like to take advantage of our
super efficient subscription service. For the meagre lnvestment
of £11.95 (which Isn't even enough to keep the editor In coffee)
you will be the proud receiver of twelve Issue of the best In
video magazines. All you have to do Is to send a cheque or
postal order, made out to ASP Ltd, to Which Video?
Subscriptions, Argus Specialist Publications Ltd, 145 Charlng
Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. Please enclose your name and
address, In block capitals please, so that we can make sure
we don't send the magazine to your next door neighbour by
mistake. This offer Is available for UK reSidents only. Overseas
rates on application.
CITIZENS' BAND FEBRUARY 1983
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It's,easy to complain
about advertisements.
Every week, millions of advertisements appear in the press,
on posters or in the cinema.
Most of them comply with the rules contained in the
British Code of Advertising Practice and are legal, decent,
honest and truthful.
But if you find one that, in your opinion, is wrong in some
way, please write to us at the address below.
We'd like you to help us keep advertising up to standard.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong, we're here to put it right.
A.SA Ltd., Brook House,Torrington Place, London WClE 7HN.
Back Magic!
As promised last month we are
pleased to announce that a
service for obtaining certa in
back numb e r s i s now
available , Some of the issues
listed are in short supply so it
will be a matter of first come first served .

JANUARY 81/82
FEBRUARY82
MARCH81 /82
APRIL81/82
MAY81 /82
JUNE81 /8 2
JULY81/82
AUGUST 81/82
SEPTEMBER 82
OCTOBER 81
NOVEMBER 80/81
DECEMBER81

CIT IZENS ' BAND : 513. London Road .
Thornton Heath. Surrey. England.
BACKNUMBER ORDER FORM
NAME . . .... ... . ..... . .. • • . . ••• • .. • •.. • ....
ADDR ESS . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • •.... • . . .. • ....

Simply fill out the form
below - photocopy it or write
a quick note if, like me, you
don't want to spoil your file
copy - pop in your cheque or
postal order and sit back and

wait.
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Back issues . . .. . ' .... .. , . . . .. . .. . .. .. at £ 1 .25 each
I enclose £ ..... . .. . .
Cheques and postal orders shou ld be mede payeble to ASP Ltd.
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The Question. . . . . . .
What's better than a VP9 QSL card
The Answer ....... .
An annual subscription to

HAM RADIO TODAY
All you have to do is fill in the coupon below, send it with your remittance and we
will be pleased to book your personal subscription to HAM RADIO TODAY for 15
issues although you will have only paid for 121
- What are you waiting for?
(Please not that this special introductory offer is only valid if your subscription booking Is postmarked on
or before 18th March 1983
------- -- ------- --- ----- --- ----- -- -------------~

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
FORM

I

~~
ENGLAND,

Pleese use BLOCK CAPITAL S end include post codes.

1
1

Name (MrI MrslMiss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .
(deleteaceordingtyl

I
I

Address . .. .

1

£ 1 2.00 for 1 2 issues

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES

1
1

11

1

IIIIIII III II II IIII

1

1

1

1
1
1

~~~~~:gr?~E~~~
Please commence m y person al subscription to HAM RA DIO

1

'IAICI .

, lI1SA

TODA Y wit h the .. : . . . . . . . . . .... issue

1

..u.j

Debit( -delete
mYACc~::VBerc(eycerd'
as necessary)

Cut out and SEND TO:
HAM RADIO TODAY

I
I

~

lam enclosing my (delete as necessary)
Cheque/Postel Order Intemetional Monay
Order/arC .. .. . . . . . . .
(mede peyeble to ASP Lld)

(tick 0 as
appropriate)

UK

D'....... . .

£13 .25for 12 issues
Overseas Surface
0
£25.80 for 12 issues
Overseas Air Mail
0

1

.. .. .. . .. .. . .. • .. • .. • .. ..

.

.

.

,

.. . .. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................
Signeture .. .. • ..
Oete . . . . . . . • .

. • • .. . • .. .. .. • .. • .. ..
. .. • ...•. , . • . , . , . . , . .

I
1

1
1

:

I__ _ __ _ --- -- -- - - --------- --- --------------------~
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ADVERTISEMENT RATES
1. SEMI -

or

DISPLAY

(min 2 cm)
4- 11 insertions
12 + insertions

£6.00 per cm
£5.50 per cm
£5.00 per cm

SWOP OR SELL
ONLY £2.00!

2. LINEAGE

Max. 15 word s. Private sales only.
Ring BRIDGETTE on 01-437 1002

21p per word . (minimum 15 words)
Box Numbers £2.00
Closing date 2nd Friday of the month preceding publication date.
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed
on the advertisement rate card (available on request)
Send your requirements to: ADVERTISING DEPT., CITIZENS BAND,
145 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON WC2H OEE.
WEMBLEY FOR CB. CB and accessories at discount prices. E.G. Harvard
410T 40 channel handheld rig . only
£53.95. Cal l or ring Ti nsmann CB. 3-9
W"mbll,!v Commercial Centre, East
Wembllev .• Middx. 01-904 3507.

EXACTlY LIKE A CREOIT CARC. Sa.... . b •. , I.. pe &
,,,,c~UDIN(I

""'~ .."" £12. 95 :!~OOI
"" "'" .... "..

11'1.,.. 11"

'RH D(SlGIf. I'ROOI, U1UI'

IDEAL FOR

CB CLUB CARDS

JOII RUE SAMPLES & ORDER FORM
It phone 0344 • 84455
to 00t~_Df>_''''~_._.

TECHNICAL HOLIDAYS FOR TEENAGERS. Summer Holidays? We run
camping holidays with a difference.
Learn abou t the basics of Computer
Programming , Ele ctro n ics , Radio
Producti o n , Photography or GoKarting. Practical instruction from
qualified staff, comb ined with the fun
and games of a holiday under ca nvas .
Write for details of this and other
holidays for boys and girls. Inter
Schools Christian Fellowship, Stanford
in the Vale Camp, cl o 26 Mays Road.
Wokingham , Berkshi re.

T rans istors

A MUST for genuine C.B.'ers . Quality
rubber stamps for your handle, QSL
cards. club emblems. Details (SAE
please). From Cuddly Bear. 2 Arthog
Road , Hale, Cheshire WA15 ONA.

Nottingham, NG3 SGT.

J&R

£32 pO"TF'."

Friendship and marriage services.

LONELY?

P202

We know your problems - because we have had
th em l oo. For a confidential and friend ly service
write to: J & R. Victoria House,
26 Queen Victoria Street, Reading, Berks.
The Zeni th P202 IS an ou tstanding C B. accessory.
It fe atures a combined speech processor and power
mike with opllonal by-pass. designed 10 tncrease
your range and ctanly. Perfe cl f~ FM 01 AM use. the
P202 incorporales mas ter gain. mike galO and nOise
hm iler. All micro adjus table. com plete with LED
indica tors. Dimensions 168mm ~ 148 mm x 48mrn.

PYRAMID 11m C.B. LOFT AERIAL.
Designed for maximum perform ance at
minimum cost. Superb AM/ FM/ SSB.
e.g . delighted sidebander copied 7
states in one afternoon. Supplied complete with ful l instructions for just £5
Inc. P&P. Wh y pay more? Send now for
prompt dispatch. D. Knox, 20 Pullan
Avenue. Eccleshill. Bradford BD 2 3RT.
COLT BLACKSHADOW 485. 8 U AM
SSB £59. Superstar 360 F.M. £169. Tristar 777 £135. 40 UK Enterprise £25.00.
Post Free. Guilford CB. (0483) 574434.
Access, Barclaycard, C.O.D.

Bri tish made. Only £32.00 post Iree. or send ISYlp
$AE lor speCIfication sheel,
S TRINGTOWN SUPPLIES

SI Wllfreds Green. Hailsham. East S""",,,. - '

HANDLECAROS 1000 £8.70. & OSL's
£13.75. OX Logs etc. (SAE samples) CB
Print. Oerwent St. . Conselt DH8 8L t .
COMPONENTS, Crystals. large stocks
from the experts sent by return.
Gu ilford CB. (0483) 574434.

CITIZENS' BAND -

1('5
S.A.E. for prices of component

Roger D
7, Thyra Court,

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND the
Anglo Am~rican OX manual is now
avai lable to all CB'ers. send £1.50 inc
pap to Anglo American, Coronation
House, Tolcarne Road, Newquay,
Cornwall TR7 2NO.
DO YOU aSL? Our OSL rubber.stamps
are a must for all OX and QSL'ers,
personal designs for clubs, etc. Send
S.A.E. to : M & M Rubber Stamps. 10
Tolcarne Rd ., Newquay, Cornwall TR7
2NO or phone (06373) 3559.
FOR SALE: Shogu n CB. Used once.
Unwanted gift. £75 ono. Tel : 0727 575 77.
PERSONALIZE YOUR aSL CARDS
with your own Rubber Stamp for
handle, cl ub emblems, messages. From
onl y £2. Stick your photo onto your OSL
cards, let fel low breakers see you . On ly
£8.00 per 100 prints. Details (sae please)
Cuddly Bear, 2 Arthog Rd.. Hale.
Cheshire WA15 ONA.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT - ORDER FORM
Adv."il. nltklMUy In thl" column' 10 OV., 1 00 . 000,,~ for only 21 p
per word (mlAlmum chll,g, 16 WOrdl" Simply print yOlJr nMu'ge In t"coupon ,nd 'end with yOlJr cheque or pOltl1 order m.et. p'ylblt to ArguI
Speclllllt Publlcllionl Lld 10:

CLASSIFIED DEPT. CITIZENS' BAND
145 Charlng Cross Rd. London WC2H OEE .

Tol. 01-4371002.

Name . .... ..... . ... ..... . .. . ... . .
Address .....• . .. .. • ... •..• . . ..•. . . ...• •

Tol.No.IDayl
Please place my advert In Cltllens' Band for L months.
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PleaS8 lndicate number of Insertions required .
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BREAKER
BASES
...... .

CITIZENS' BAND
PRESENTS BRITAIN'S
BEST C.B. SHOP
GUIDE!
DORSET

PLEASE CALL
SHEILA ON

PUT YOUR FEET UP
SHOP WITH
CITIZENS' BAND!

01-437 1002
TO BE INCLUDED

LONDON

NORFOLK

MOTOR-MOUTH CB
148. Barrack Rd. Christchurch.
T.I: (0202) 486207
Open: 7 days 9 . 30am-6pm.
(Sun 10-2)
Retail and wholesale

W.T.A . ELECTRONICS
111 Cromer Road. Norwich .
Tel: Norwich 47694.
Open: 9.30am-9pm.
Retail and wholesale.

C,B. radio & test equipment
301 Edgware Rd. W2. Tal: 724 3564.
Open: 6 days. Call in & see for yourself.
C.B. & test catalogue send 22p SAE.

KENT

FABULOUS PHONES

* Legal CB

72. High St . Orpington
T.I: (0689) 74051
Open: Mon-Sat 9am -5pm .

QUARTERMASTER'S CB
SUPERSTORE

SOUTH LONDON'S C.B. CENTRE
22 Maxled Road, SE1S.
Tal: (01) 299 2955

2a Leiceste r St., Norwich
tel. 24573. Open: 6 days 10-5.30

Open: Mon-Sat. 9am 'tillate.
Rig repairs carried out on site.

Retail only.

Everything for the CB Enthusiast

SURREY

R~~\ c~-:.~~ics

NEASDEN ELECTRONICS
FOR THE BEST IN C.B.
1-3 Station Road, Rainham. Kent

Tel: Medway (0634) 373960 Ex!. 2
Open 7 day. 11 week Main agen lllor Superkrunch.

(jood GJ3uddies
Discount CB Center. 186 Jarrom

Stre8t, Leicester.
Tal: Leic. 540641.
Open : Mon-Sat Barn-6 3Opm . Sun . please
teleohone. Relail and Wholesale.

Tal : Yotalay

Open: Mon· Fn 9am·6pm. Sat 9.3Oam·6pm.

(0252)

877222.

Open: 9am-5pm.

WALES

ARE YOU LEGAL? VISIT
YOUR LOCAL BREAKER
BASE AND FIND OUTI

(Fri 8pm) Sun lOam·lpm.

LEICESTERSHIRE

72b Reading Road, Yateley ,
Nr.Camberley .

154/ 156 Finchl ey Road, NW3 .
Tal : 43118n ond 459 6669.

.----TH~..5HDP_---,
CQ-CB SHOP.
' -3 St. James ' Rd . Gravesend.
Tal: 67171.
Open: 7 days. Mon-Sat lOam·5.30pm.

Lld

DUKES OF HAZZARD
MARKET STREET. BRIDGEND.
Tel: Brldgend 67444
WhOlesale enquiries: A&B COMMUNICATIONS
LTD. Sole distributor for TARREN. Tel: 63383

MIDDLESEX

Conta~

CJ13. niT"

506 Lady Margaret Rd . Southall.

Tal: {011578 6507.

I Oper1! 6 days 1Oam·6pm Fri 8pm closed Weds.
L
Full repair and filling service.

70 High St. Bentley. Don caster.

Tal: 03()2 872251 .
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm

rpj;;s-;I;;;;lud;;-my busln-;;. d;;taU.I,; th;-n;;;;t;;vaUabi;" iss;'; of Cltiz.-;;;'~and: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Busin •• s Nam.: ... . . .. . . . .... .. ... . ............................................ • .....,
Addr.ss: ......... ..•• •. . ..••• . . . . •• . .. ....•• •. . .....•• • .......• • ...... . . . •... ...

:.#

....... .. ........ ...................... .................... .................. ......,
...................................................................................,

_

-

..

\..~~,
O~ Q\
t\1.~ .•

~

T.I.No.: ....... . . . . . . ........................................... ........... ..........
Op.nHrs: .................... .... . . . ... . .. . ......... . ...... . . .. . . ...... .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . _

L

~

~#

...... .

Contact (Office Use Only ): ................... . .. . .. . . . . . .............................•••........•••........
Post To: Br.aker Ba •••• Citlz.ns Band. 145 Charing Cross Rd. London WC2H OEE

-----------------------------------------------~
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ITECTEL I

C. B. ACCESSORIES
Broad Band Filter ....... ..... ............ ....... .. . £9.50
Microphone Pre-Amp with Roger Beep ... £10.00
Direction Fi nder Equipment. .... ... ....... ... . £18.00
Ec ho chamber (enhanced modulation) .... £59.50
25w Linea r Amplification ......... .. ........... £16.00
60w Linear Amplifier ... ............... .. ........ £35.00
Crow Bar (over voltage protection) ......... .. £4.00
Half Watt Switch Box .......... ... ... ............. £4.00
2A Power Supply .... .... ... ......... ...... ..... . £12.00
(+ VAT)

SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. TO:

Telford ITEe,
Halesfield 14, Telford, Shropshire.

Please mention

when replying
to all
Adverts

TELEPHONE: Telford (0952) 580604
Package & postage £1.50 payable to Tectel Wrekin DC
(Orders over £30 p&p FREE). Delivery within 21 days.
Proprietor: WREKIN COUNCIL

ADVERTISERS INDEX
American Antenna .. ..... ..... ....... ... ................................ OBC
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Cavalier Base 20 .. .. ... ................ ...... ... .... ...... ..... ........... . 22
Freeman and Pardoe ....................... .. ....... ... ................. .. . 9
Gamma Aerial Products ...... ......... .... .............................. 12
Kaiser ....... ..... ... ....... ...... ......... .... ..... .... ........ ....... ..... .. .. 19
Knight ................. ... ................. ....... .. ... .... ..... .. ... . 12, 19,22
Lee Electronics .... ........ ....... ............... ....... ... ................ . 19
New Idea ............ .... ........................ ...................... ... .. ... 48
Silver Fox .. ................. .. ... ... .. ........... .. .. .. ........ ... .......... IFC
Sky lab CB ... ......... ....... .. ....... ........... ..... ... .... .. ..... .......... 12
Stateside Trading .. ............ ..... ..... ........ ...... ........ .... ....... . 38
Telecomms ........... .......... .... ... ........... ... ... ... ...... .......... . 4, 5
Telford Itec ... .... ..... ............... .......... .. ...... .... ..... ...... ..... .. 58
Zenith ............. ...... ... ... ........... ... ..... ............. .. ......... .. .. .... 9
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NowtheONLYcombinedmobileANDhandheldCB

THE MAXCOM 7E
•

ALERT MOBILE
TRANSCEIVER
•
•
•
•

\
)

No instaJJation
Fully portable-full 4W power
40 Channel FM
Includes battery pack
and carrying case
The CB for all the family
whether in the home, car
or outdoors.
Magnetic mount
and aerial.

From the manufacturer of the
Midland range, Cobra, Colt and
Commtron comes the newest
innovation in CB - a combined
mobile and hand held CB.
A CB unit that requires no
installation and no SWR tuning. Just
plug into your cigarette lighter, put
the magnetic mount and aerial on
the roof and you're on the ail: For
portable use just put the batteries in
the battery pack, clip the strap to the
Lead and cigarette
carrying case, screw on the aerial
lighter connector.
and you have a full 4 W power, hand
held CB!
Two superb sets for the price of one.

Strap for
carrying case.

Advanced Manufacturing Technology at your fingertips.
Sole UK importers: AM Telecommunications.
Unit 9A, Byfleet Industrial Est. Olds Approach, Tolpits Lane, Watford, Herts.
Tel. No: Rickmansworth [OQ231775717

In one year our K4Q. antenna
has become the largest selling
CB antenna in the ~orld!
1. It's more

expensive •••

£32.50

suggested retail
vat included

And when you .
pay more,
you expect more!

2. It's made
nf!'[ter•••

3. It's proven

best!

... Here's what the leading
U.S.A. CB publications said.
ca TIMES: " ... it's not often that a product bursts onto the mar·

ket scene, dominates and improves CB'ing for everyone. American
Antenna and the K40 are doing it-repeated tests showed the K40
could out·perform the major com petitive brands."
RADIO ELECTRONICS: " The results of our tests showed
that, in three different positions of the monitoring receiver, the
model K40 e ualed or out- erformed the corn tilive antenna
Apparently, menean ntenna s a vertising is not mere y Madison
Avenue showmanship."

MORE PERFORMANCE:

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS: ".

The K40 is guaranteed to
transmi t further or receive
c learer than any antenna it
replaces. We know it will.
We've tested it with 771
CB' ers just like you for one
year.

95% of the trials, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile antennas. We had to try one for ourselves.

MORE I'LEXIBILITY:
You can fit your K40 to any
mounting surface. It will fit
any vehicle you'll ever own!
That includes choppers, dune
buggies , gutters, mirror
mounts, luggage racks, trunks,
hatchbacks, through roofs,
semis, pick ups and RV's.

MORE QUALITY: .
It's not imported. It's not
made in Taiwan, Korea or
Japan. It's American made In
an American town. It's made
with better materials that
cost more and by profession·
al people we pay more. And
we designed it
in the U.S.A.

. an impressive

..
. in every case, the K40 either equated or out-performed its
competitor.
•
" No ifs, ands, or buts! The K40 Antenna from American Antenna would have to
be just about the best anteriiii"'arOund.
CB MAGAZINE: " Introduced in October, 1977, the K40 quickly became the
top seller and in mid 1978, became the number one selling antenna in the nation."

••• Here's what CB'ers all
across the U.S.A. said.
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS: " ... truck driver and CB'er for
.10 years ... 50% further than my M41 0 'Big Momma'."
-J.H. Colhttt. 207 McFee, 8eSlrop. LA

AV ANTI: " I'm an electronic technician with a Second Class
FCC license ... I was able to transmit 70% further and tune
the SWR 75 % lower than my AvantL "
-H.R. Cas/ro. VRB, Monser,.,,/e ().67. s"IitIe8, Puerto Rico

PAL: "

20% better in It:ansmission and
reception than my 5/ 8 wave Pal Firestik."
-JOhn .... Slim, SOl( 4.f6, ZellenolpJe. PA

SHAKESPEARE: " ... I've been a CS'er for
three years and the K40 is the best I've ever
had. Better in reception and transmission than
my Shakespeare."
- H. 8echen. Jr.• 15 Kino Rd., Park RldfJe, NJ

HUSTLEA: " Compared to my Hustler XBLT·
·Including option·
al mounts at extra
cost.

4 , the K40 can consistently transmit 40%
further and the reception was better. The K40 is
the perfect way to complete a CB system."
-Jeroma R Bmwn. 7800 S. Llnder. Burballk. IL

••• This

Antenna
is so
DTNAMITE (

pu receive a

